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37 years
later King's
'dreams'
still not true
IRENE SHARON SCOTT
CHIF.F RWOK1IK

At the dawn of a new century,
several University students, faculty
and staff members believe that the
nation still hasn't fulfilled Martin
Luther King Jr.'s "dream "
His dream, which he delivered on
the steps of the Lincoln Memorial.
Aug. 2X. 1963. called for racial
equality and unity.
"We have absofutel) not fulfilled
King's dream." said Jack Taylor,
interim director of athletic activities.
"We unfortunately and regrettably
have fallen short of King's Dream.
We still have hunger, property,
homelessness, racism and discrimination "
Jesse Hamilton, junior biology

major, said thai he assumes thai
there are still some racial issues to
dissolve and the King's Dream hasn't been completely fulfilled.
"It's not my main focus, because
I am not a minority." he said.
"Although, it doesn't mean I'm not
discriminated against. I am all for
King's view that people shouldn't be
judged by the color of their skin, but
by the content of their character."
Rodney Dawson. junior IPC
major, said that
€,

schools.

Public sch
are just as segregated today as in
the 1960s, mainly in the cities like
Washington DC; Baltimore. Houston. Texas and New York City." he
said.
Taylor added that the African
American nation are "at their best of
limes and at their
worst of times."
SS£ "S "His efforts were to
"There
are
stereotypes make make America,
more blacks in
King's
dream 4.
■
»
the middle class
incomplete today. ^''«=' li-uihan before, yet
"King believed
Marshall Rose more blacks arc
in
working
Affirmalive Action Director in poverty," he
together and there
said.
"Blacks
not be one domi- ~
make up the
nant group." he
said. " Not all white people arc prej- largest group at colleges, yet thev
udice There are some who try to make up the largest group in prisstrike up a conversation, then there ons."
King. Jr. was born in 1929 in
are others who act as though you
Atlanta. Ga. He graduated from
don't exist."
Taylor believes race relations are Morehouse college, without graduimproving through the high percent- ating from high school It wasn't
age of interracial marriage. Howev- until 1955 when King began to lake
er, when examining social relations. a stand on the injustices he witthere are still signs of segregation in nessed. During the 1960s King chal-

Associated Press Photo/ file
BUS RIDE - Martin Luther King Jr. center, with hat, rides a newly integrated bus December 21,
1956, after the Supreme Court's integration went into effect in Montgomery, Alabama.
lenged the norms of society to gain
equity for blacks through methods
of non-Violent passive resistant.
Some passive activism techniques
were sit-ins, marches and boycotts
"King believes thai they can not
reach peaceful ends by violent
means." Taylor said.
In contrast to King. Malcolm X
supported black power and using
violence whenever necessary. Both
King and Malcolm X were similai

through their commitment to the liberation of African Americans. The
differences between the two civil
rights activists were their ways 10
achieve that cause, according to
lav lor
"Dr. King wouldn't have been
supportive of violence because it'll
cause extreme loss of lives," he said.
"He nevei opposed black power or
African nationalism."
Marshall Rose, director of affir-

mative action, said in comparison to
Malcolm X. King had a broader and
greater impact on the civil rights
movement.
"His efforts were to make America. America." he said. "Prior to the
movement there were institutionalized discrimination and Jim Crow
laws, which made a mockery of the
1 See DREAM, page 6.

Rossford arena lacks money Health Center offers
for continued construction
wealth of resources
KIMBKRI.Y 1)1 PI'S
STAFF

Wm 11 IN

The new arena and amphitheater
in Rossford that was s, liediilcd to
open later this year ma\ be delayed
due to lack of financing
The city of Rossford received
$500,000 in loans from the Carpenter's Union and Pcrryshurg township, but the project is still lacking
$47.5 million The sale ol bonds was
expected to raise the money, but
sales have not occurred
"The bonds have not been bought
yet. but are usually bought by large
businesses and insurance companies." said Mark Zuchowski, mayor
of Rossford.
The sale of bonds could happen
at anytime, but not necessarily in the
near future
"We don't know when the bonds
will be bought. Hopefully, it will be
done in two weeks, bin it could be
months before all the bonds are
bought." said Zuchowski

"We haven't scheduled any acts because
permanent financing has not been found"
Mark Zuchowski
Mayor of Rostfbrd
"We are working with several
underwriters to find the right buyers." said Vince Langcvin. Rossford
city administrator.
L,angevin said the lack of funds
has not yet affected the opening
dates of the arena and amphitheater,
but if the financing is not found
soon, openings will be pushed back.
"We don't really know how this
is going to affect the completion of
the arena and the amphitheater. If
the funds are found soon, within the
next week or so. construction will
not be put off schedule." said
Langevin.
Even if construction is delayed,
the city will not have to face the
problem of having to cancel acts for

the amphitheater and events for the
arena.
"We haven't scheduled any acts
because permanent financing has
not been found." said Zuchowski.
So far, the amphitheater is
approximately 20 to 25 percent
complete and the arena is approximately 15 percent complete. The
amphitheater is scheduled to open in
May 2000 and the arena in November 2000.
When the construction is complete, the arena is expected to bring
in S4 million a year for the city.
'The arenij.and amphitheater will
bring jobs and revenue through
admission taxes and motel taxes for
the city." said Langevin.

BETHANY SHOEMAKER
The arena and amphitheater are a
sun WRITES
part of a new development called the
Crossroads of America. Crossroads
Most college students don't have
of America is designed to be a a great deal of lime or money. Add
planned destination for people, the tlu to the list of things on a full
according to Zuchowski The devel- schedule, combine it with the lime
opment will include entertainment. spent waiting at the doctor's office
spoils (in addition to the arena), and the cost of prescriptions, and it's
more than enough to make one feel a
leisure activities, specialty retail, little queasy.
hotels, restaurants and office parks, j
University students have a remeThe construction of these facili- ; dy that can not only relieve fevers,
ties has not been postponed by the but also eliminate the added stress
thai visiting the doctor can bring.
lack of funds for the construction of
The Student Health Center, locatthe amphitheater and the arena
ed on Ridge Street, provides stu"These are all going on as dents with free office visits and reaplanned and there is going to be lots sonable rates on other services,
including pharmacy, x-ray. laboratoof construction going on in the ry,
physical therapy and women's
spring for these
facilities," and men's health issues.
Student fees pay for office visits
Zuchowski said.
Once open, the arena and ! and consultations at the Student
amphitheater will host the Detroit Health Service. All enrolled University students who possess a valid
Red Wings farm team and national University ID card can be seen at the
concert acts.

STUDENT HEALTH

Bacteria scares students to take precautions
HEATHER McCOY
STAFF WHIM

SARA GRIGSBY/ The BG News
VACCINES - Andrea Borstelman, freshman art major, receives a meningitis shot from Betty DeSilvio.

A record number of bacterial
meningitis vaccine shots have been
administered al the Student Health
Center. About 10 students received
the vaccine last year compared to
nearl) 270 students this year.
The increased media coverage of
meningitis cases has put fear in
many college students while causing
them to form misconceptions about
the disease and vaccine said Betty
DcSilvio. a registered nurse at the
student health center.
"It's hysteria. Students don't
know what they're getting when
they come in for a vaccine." DeSilvio said.
Information is available to anyone who comes in for the vaccine.
DeSilvio said she doesn't mind giving the vaccine to students as long as
they understand exactly how the
vaccine protects them.
Getting the vaccine is not dangerous.
"I even gave it to my own daughter." DeSilvio said.
"[The fear] began with an article
in USA Today, and then there was a
segment on '20/20' about meningitis
in college students." DeSilvio said.
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, medical
director for the Student Health Cen-

ter, recognizes lives can be saved by
the meningitis vaccine. However,
he thinks the media is not doing an
adequate job reporting the clear
tacts about bacterial meningitis and

the vaccine.

I or the past few years, following
the recommendation of the American College Health Association.
Kaplan has been asking students and
parents at freshman orientation to
consider the vaccine.
This year, the Center for Disease
Control also announced their support of the recommendation that college students consider getting the
vaccine. CDC officials also recommend that colleges and universities
make the vaccine and information
about the vaccine available to students.
Kaplan stresses the word consider within the recommendation.
Kaplan said that it was a very soft
recommendation "They don't recommend getting the vaccine, but
they recommend that you consider
getting the vaccine," he said.
During the first year that Kaplan
recommended students consider
being vaccinated for bacterial
meningitis, only about 10 students
took advantage of the vaccine, even
after he told parents that he had
1 See MENINGITIS, page 6.

Health Center.
"We are a one-slop facility for
BGSU students." said Joanne Navin,
associate director of the Student
Health Center. "Students can see the
doctor, gel x-rays or Woodwork
done, and fill their prescriptions
without leaving the building."
Spouses of students can also use
the health center. Children, however, cannot.
"Our mission is 10 provide health
care and treatment for students and
their spouses." Navin said. "We also
work toward education and prevention so that ihey can manage their
health care in the future."
In the 1998-99 school year, the
Health Center was visited 30.600
times. One of those visits was by
Sarah Bush, an on-campus sophomore
"I don't go 10 the doctor much,
bui when I do. 1 use the Health Center." Bush said. "It's convenient and
cheap."
The University Health Center is
one of only two nationally accredited student health services in Ohio,
according to Navin. The other is at
Ohio State. The accreditation, by
the Accreditation Association for
Ambulatory Health Care. Inc.
(AAAHC). is a voluntary procedure.
"We are really proud of our good
reputation and accreditation." Navin
said. "The staff is highly qualified,
and we strive to provide high quality care for our patients."
The Student Health Center provides live physicians and seven
nurse practitioners thai students can
sec.
1 See HEALTH, page 6.

■ BG men's hockey
team looks for offense
against Ohio State this
weekend.
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The World Swiss-owned plane transporting oil workers crashes in Libya
In Brief
ASSOCIATED PRESS

■—■

BOSTON — The Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr.. a Baptist who led
the civil rights movement, is a candidate to be declared a martyr in the
Roman Catholic Church. The
Boston Globe reported today.
Bishop Tod Brown, leader of the
nomination process for the American bishops, called King, who
would have celebrated his 71st
birthday on Saturday, "a prophet in
terms of civil rights."
Spain — Under pressure from
animal rights activists, the northwestern town of Manganeses de la
Polvorosa will forgo the annual tradition of tossing a goat from a bell
tower, officials said Tuesday.
Tradition holds that the annual
festival of St. Vincent — the town's
patron saint — cannot begin unless a
goat is thrown 50 feet from the bell
tower and is safely caught in a tarp.
The event, which has attracted
fierce protests from animal rights
campaigners in the past, was scheduled for Jan. 23 this year
SAO PAULO. Brazil — A bus
carrying Argentine tourists burst
into flames today when it crashed
head-on into another bus in southeastern Brazil, killing at least 40
people and injuring another 40.
police said
'The crash was so strong that
the Argentine bus exploded into a
ball of fire after falling over on one
of its sides." Federal Highway
Police officer Ivan Robson Florcs
said.
Forty people were killed and
"there are unconfirmed reports that
another 20 tourists were burned to
death." Flores said.

BERN. Switzerland — A plane
transporting oil workers from the
Libyan capital. Tripoli, to an oil
refinery crashed in the sea today
with 41 aboard, officials said,
adding there were unconfirmed
reports of fatalities.
The plane, which belongs to
Avisto AG air services, a Swiss
company based in Zurich, went
down this afternoon. It was carrying 38 passengers, apparently all
oil workers, and three crew members.
Libyan officials said 18 of those
on board had been rescued, according to the Libyan news agency
Jana.
Swiss Transportation Ministry

spokesman Hugo Schiltcnhelm
said the plane had taken off from
Tripoli and was flying east to an oil
refinery at Marsa el-Brega. halfway
along Libya's Mediterranean
Coast.
Shortly before the airport, the
pilot reported that both engines had
stopped working and he was going
to try to make an emergency landing on the water.
'The plane hit the water just off
the Libyan coast and sank." said
Schiltenhelm. "A sear.'h for survivors and for the aircraft is under
way. Nothing can yet be said about
the exact number of victims and
there is no exact information about
which countries the passengers
came from."
Schiltenhelm previously had

TripoTTN
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Marsa el-Brega
Plane crash
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said the ministry had unconfirmed reports that 15 people
were killed. Avisto chairman
Franz Fassbind told a Zurich
television station that he had
information there were up to
15 dead, but did not elaborate.
The plane was a Shorts
300-360. a twin-engined, propeller-driven plane manufactured in Northern Ireland.
Swiss Foreign Ministry
spokesman Livio Zanolari said
he understood there were no
Swiss among the victims.
The Swiss air accident
investigation bureau, which
confirmed the crash, said it
would send an expert to Libya
on Friday to investigate.
The investigator is flying

from the United States, where he
has been working on the investigation into the 1998 crash of a Swissair plane off the Canadian coast in
which 229 people died, the ministry said.
Air traffic officials identified the
plane as belonging to Avisto, a
company that specializes in aircraft
maintenance and repair. It concentrates its operations in North Africa
and the Middle East, and operates
service flights to oil platforms.
Calls to Avisto's headquarters were not answered.

Wall of rock falls on 9 South African migrant minors, rescue in progress
ASSOCIATED PRESS

JOHANNESBURG. South Africa (AP) —
Rescuers, clawing with shovels and their bare
hands, broke through a wall of rock Thursday
night to reach nine miners entombed for four
days below more than a mile of earth and rock
Doctors were examining the first of the rescued miners in an underground area before
bringing him to the surface, mine officials
said. All were expected to reach the surface
Thursday night and would be taken to a hospital, mine spokeswoman Merle Gouws said.
A short crawl away from where the miners
had awaited rescue, four comrades lay dead
from Monday's rock fall at the African Rainbow Minerals gold mine in Orkney, about 110
miles southwest of Johannesburg.
Hopes were fading that two severely
injured miners were still alive. Rescuers were
moving toward them, Ms. Gouws said.

The rescue effort, progressing inch by agonizing inch, captured national attention in a
country built on mining, where hundreds die
every year deep in the earth's recesses.
Gold accounts for one-fifth of South
Africa's export earnings. Pulling it from the
nation's shafts remains grueling and deadly
work for the mainly black employees despite
safety improvements since the end of white
minority rule in 1994. South African gold
mines are particularly dangerous because they
are among the deepest in the world, and more
subject to earth tremors like the one that
caused Monday's rock fall.
Some 200 rescuers, many from other mining companies, joined the effort in Orkney,
working in eight-hour shifts. They have dug
through 300 tons of dirt and rock, clearing a
path through a 60-foot upward-sloping tunnel,
said Peter Steenkamp. the mine manager. At
times, the passage was only 18 inches high,
forcing the rescuers to wriggle forward on

elbows and knees.
Earlier Thursday, rescuers were able to
speak to the main group of trapped miners.
Steenkamp said.
The rescuers used hand drills to bust up
debris, winches to pull out boulders and shovels and their hands to scoop away dirt and
gravel, he said.
Rescuers were able to establish contact
through the air pipe Tuesday evening, after the
miners spent 30 hours in isolation.
"The first thing they wanted was water."
mine spokeswoman Charmane Russell :>.nd
"They have since been in relatively good spirits, working with the rescuers and quite calm,
which is important."
Through the tube, they were being sent
water, a nutritional drink and fluorescent tubes
that throw off light when broken, she said.

Two workers were lying about 100 feet
away from the main group. They had been too
severely hurt to move when the others made
their way toward the main shaft after the rock
fall, Steenkamp said.
The two severely injured miners have been
without food or water since Monday, as it was
lot) difficult for the other workers to get back
to them. "The chances arc not good" that they
would survive, he said.
The accident victims were a cross-section
of the South African mining industry's workers, who number 430.000. more than half in
gold mines. Eight were from Lesotho, two
from Mozambique, one from Swaziland and
four from South Africa. The migrant miners
often support large extended families on average salaries of $430 a month.
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El COME BACK SPECIALS
LARGE PIZZA
Cheese and One Topping
• additional toppings $1.20 each
• limited time offer

X-LARGE PIZZA
Cheese and Two Toppings
• additional toppings $1.50 each
• limited time offer

NIGHT OWL
Two Medium Pizzas
Cheese & 1 Topping
• limited time offer
• good from 9:00 p.m. til close
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a piece of short fiction created specifically for printing in a weekly serial form.
selection of alcohol a human being
could ever dream for. Obviously,
our straightedge status at this point
had disappeared into our high
school yearbooks like our needs to
be nice to our classmates. A bottle
of Kentucky Bourbon Eggnog,
some cheap Raspberry Champagne
and a few little bottles of vodka and
we're raring to go.
One might call it a prayer for
death, shoving as many pills as you
can down your throat in a vain
attempt to be happy. I call it being
young and— well, stupid. I've
never been much into drugs myself
but my crew in Coventry were pretty damn close to apothecaries.
Emma's house was a block and a
half off Coventry in what my mother (with a look of PTA (lisdain)
would call the "ghetto." Em and I
were both west siders originally,
and according to the matrons I was
the only one worth anything since I
had gone off to college. That's just
'cuz they didn't have the joy of
seeing my freshmen year firsthand.
However, we're not going to go
there. Sometimes I wonder why my
generation attempts to follow the
hippie example. Living bohemian
is what some would call it and
frankly, I just don't get it Long
hair, tye-dye and an assortment of
Doors memorabilia cluttered her
fiat Now, I love the Doors but with
the realization that they are no

EMMA

Part: the First

We're all searching for something. Redemption, forgiveness or
maybe even love. Most of us are on
a quest for a qSick.fix. Sometimes,
though we try not to, we stumble
upon the truth. A glimpse at our
own mortality or the triviality of
another's.
Most of the time we realize how
mundane those around us are. At
least, this is what we try to convince ourselves. In actuality, each
• person is their own work of art to
be categorized, labeled if you will,
and scrutinized.

Trinkets of her newfound religions
clutter my room like
boxes of toys in the
attic/

Emma fancies herself a liberal
artist. That's about as much introduction as you'll get from her. I
can't say I understand her. despite
the fact that we've been best
friends since freshmen year of high
school. She combs through life,
almost rummaging, for the perfect
high. We were both vegan straightedge at one point, but her surroundings have given way to a plethora
of ups and downs. Sometimes even
talking to her is giving her the bliss
she craves. Friendship is like a needle, forcing an artificial serenity
into her waxen veins.
She speaks with conviction
about every fad she follows
attempting to mold me into what
she has become. Trinkets of her
new-found religions clutter my
room like boxes of toys in the attic.
That's about as much introduction
as you'll gel from me.

NEW YEAR'S
EvE 1998
It all started with a bottle of
Irish Cremc at around three. Frigid
arctic winds, well not exactly arctic, but the point is. it was damn
cold! There's this store down on
Coventry in East Cleveland called
the corkscrew that has the best
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longer together. With some of
these kids, ya never know. I
always felt a little weird there, as if
I were peeking through a window
of time. Perhaps this is where revolution began but more often than
not this is where it slowly burnt
into another ash in the tray.
We passed around mugs of Irish
Crcme relaying thoughts of the
day as we hurried to get ready for
the party. As I painted my face like
a harlequin. Fmma pressed a small
piece of paper into hand whispering, "...promise you'll drop with
me at midnight."
Kristalyn Shefveland is a junior
and not quire as cynical as she
seems, although she does like to
make fun of the Black Pant
Brigade on occasion.
Rant. Have, and jti\t scream! 'it
sheJkri9bgnei.bgMu.edu
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America on haeksIR) (In
Sleieo) (Pan 2 ol3)I
Nawiiadh) (In
Burao] I
SportaOetroil

Tonight Show

yVSve

I

Women on Weights
January 19, January 26 & February 2. 2000

Raatorlng Alaska. Tan Years in
the Wake o< Enon Valdei I
As Time Goes I Charlie Itose
By
Saw Irak: DMp Space Nina
•Rapluie'' (In Sleieo) X
Fraaltr (In
IFraalaf Jn
| Stereo) X

COM
DISC
ESPN

Movie: tee "A*/ Gal Sit" i 1942 Musical) Rita Hayworth, Victoi
Mature An accounl ol Paul Dresser's rise to songwnlsiglama.
Saturday Mght Uva John
Dally Show
Win Ban
Larroquette S
Stem's Money
Wild Discovery SplM ol thai
Vour New House (Ft)
Forest" (R)
Outside Ihe Lines
Sportscenter X

Mom: •»•* Sliangers on i Trw (1951. Suspense) Farley
Granger A playboy suggests a siisiei propose IO a lennis sia'
Movie: •• Tne Cnase"(1994. Adventure)Charke Sheen. HennJ"
Blonghoi
RoMins. An escaped con and his obligng
hostage hud lor Mexco
Science
On the Inside inside Area 51" DISCOMI
DetediyeaariS)
(R)
POA Got! Sony Open - Second Round HcnnUu. (live)

iirJR '

(1959. Comedy)
Saturday Night Live Anlhony
Edwalds. Foo Fighleis
Storm Wanting! "Global
WaT->g [Rj
TBLIjNJghtx

... Weo/CafldWeadT
Lou CosleBo Dorothy Prowie
Saluiday Night UveMaie:
Hsymna i. SHUM rnwe i
On the Inside Inside Aiea Sr
(Ri
Sportscenter S~

Dennis Miller
Movie: "Caracara'11999. Suspenta) Natasla Henslndgt A
Inside the NFL (R; (In Ste'eoiB Movie: ill SM Know Whal Voo 0« lasl
Seth Green X
Summer" (1996. Honoi) Jennder Love Hews* TT museum employee gen caught up ti an assassiration
' nplol NR'3
20lhCenlury Millar,
Hislory s Lost i Found (R) X True Stocv ot 'W Scraernbg Eagles: The lota* AktomeThe- Century: America's Time She
HIST
lOlsl Airborne Division. (R)
Shock '9141919 (R)
Debacles (ft)
FaaF
'NBA BMfcetbftll Cleveand Cavaliers ai Vancouver Gnwhes
Hardcore Football S
MChelM
NBA Action
Under the
Football News Last Word
FS0
fear
Break
General Motors Place (Live;
Helmet (Ri
(R)
Leix: The Serlea MartncTc
Farscape tnl Hi: EaTI M nt',
Rated Len The myslenous pat Farscape The Hidden MemoY SIMera 'To Catch a Slider" (In
Sliders Tr.e Dieam Masters
SCIFI R) (In Slereo) I
heip ISnd blood lor Kai I
;R) (In Stereo) I
ol the Lew' crew (In Stereo)
In Slereo) X
BHrao] t
Egypt's Lost City (Ft)
Ramses the Greet R;
US Marshal the Real Story
US Marshal: The Real Story
4IHouraSaveMyCNd"
Home Again
Morna Again
"Mission ei Mississippi (R)
TLC
Misswyi m Missises .1
(H) (ParlTol 9i |R) (Pan? ol 91
NBA Basketball Portland Trail Biajeis at
In the Heel ol the Night
ER The Long Way Around (In NBA Basketball Lcs A-neies Lakers a: Indiana Pacers Conseco FaykfiouM tin
TNT
Phoeni Suns America West Aiena X
Sleieo Live) X
Stereo) X
Ciackdown" (In Slerao) I
Walker, Te.aa Ranger "The Big Movie: **t "0"ty0anc*ig (1987. Drama) Jermder Grey A
Movie: if, -CxtluT lit
Baywalch Fatal Eichanga" (In JAG Heroes" (In 5ltrao)X
USA
Bngc Bambocje' (fn Sleieo) X sheltered lean tails lor a street-wise dance msliudor (In Stawo)l Drama) Tom Cru<se X
Sleieo) X
Behind the Music The Me and
i.is, i
Legarvds "Eic Clapton Enc
Before They I Baton They
Behind Ihe
List Rebecca |Baf«tTh»y
Hard Rock Live "Ton Amos/
VHI
ca-eei ot s^qei Tony Orlando
Were Stare
Gayhean iRi
Musk iRi
Gateau
Were Rock
Clapton's 30-year caieer (R)
Belh Hart" (R) (in Sleieo)
M80

'X:Movia:
Girl,
romrny Boy*' Inlarruptad
High Points In Hislory (R) X

[civT

Noon-l:OOpm

Where:

Student Recreation Center
Studio Weight Room
$20 for students and Rec
Sports members

CABLE STATIONS
AMC

When:

Class Limit: 1 5 participants
n this class, participants will learn
the basics of weight training, proper
use of weights and the benefits of
resistance training.
For more information, please call 372-2711. Stop by the
SRC Main Office to sign up.

I
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OPINION
wtvw.bgnems.com/opinion

Drive-thrus bring out the worst in Americans
The summer alter my junior year
of high school, my parents urged me
to begin looking for a job. As usual.
I had waited until the absolute last
minute to begin actively applying at
the various establishments that actually even consider hiring a 16-yearold kid. After interviewing at three
places, 1 ended up taking a job that
was offered to me on the spot
The manager shook my hand, and
brightly said, "Welcome to Fazoli's.
When can you start?"
On my first day at Fazoli's as a
Bravo trainee (thev enjoy attaching
cheesy Italian adjectives to everything), I was trained to work the
drive-thru, and that's where I
remained for the rest of the summer.
Having visited a number of drivethrus at various restaurants throughout my life. I figured that this job
wouldn't be all that difficult. Take
the order, get the money and give the
guests their food.
However, I
learned much more than just the
three steps to effective breadstick
delivery (approach, delivery, and
follow-through) during my first
summer of employment.
The
Fazoli's drive-thru actually served
as a surprising insight into the modern American attitude towards consumerism and convenience.
Owned by the same company as
Long John Silver's. Fazoli's is a
restaurant that combines two unlikely concepts in their motto, "Real
Italian. Real fast." In comparison to
other Italian food. Fazoli's probably
rests somewhere between Chef
Boyardee and The Olive Garden.
Something about being in a car

and not having to talk directly ti an
employee makes people feel as
though they can be rude, impatient
and condescending while partaking
in the drive-thru experience. The
average customer is usually positive
that anyone working at a last food
restaurant is a total moron I always
got a kick out of people who ordered
at the drive-thru, and then loudly
emphasized that the food was "to
go." Sure you don't want to come in
here and cat that, pal?
I had customers who mimicked
my voice after I politely answered.
"Thanks for stopping at Fazoli's
My name is Kate. How may I help
you?" A rather memorable group of
teen-age guys had placed bet: on
how old I was. with guesses ranging
from "a kid" to "a mother with children."
«
To ensure order accuracy,
employees are instructed to repeat
the order to the customer as they
hand them the food.
A typical
exchange went something like this:
MF: One sampler platter, small

fettuccini alfredo. a garden salad,
and a dozen breadsticks.
CUSTOMER:
Are my breadsinks in there?
Also common were customers
who demanded something free for
having to wah a few extra minutes
for their order to be prepared. This
problem became especially evident
when our Fazoli's began to offer
Submarinos. which lake between
five and seven minutes to prepare.
Though the Submanno sign said.
"Please allow us time to freshly
bake your Submarino," most people
felt entitled to ask for some free
breadsticks in compensation for
having to wait.
Americans
want everything
immediately. We demand all aspects
of life to be fast and convenient.
from restaurants to lines at the student bookstore. Many of us have
become virtually incapable of having to wait in our hyper-scheduled
lues. I often wonder how a person
who can't effectively deal with the
frustration of five extra minutes in a
drive-thru line handles an actual crisis.
Just how far can the idea of convenience in America go? Will we
soon establish drive-thru daycare
centers, so we can simply pass our
young siblings through the window
at the beginning and end of each
workday'1
Even small towns are rapidly
being filled with superstores that
gradually squelch the market fa the
independent, family-owned business. Some stay open twenty-four

, amwarnina. \
^^-iyou-tha-t loftV.
;^zhard..AV.ehiqhcf

hours, often for 365 days a year. It
seems as though our society is so
consumer oriented ih.il M e cm't bear
the thought of day without the possibility of buying, selling, or processing something.
I'll be the first to admit that convenience is attractive, but I also
know that it just simply isn't always
possible. The next lime you are in a
crowded supermarket or restaurant,
step outside of the situation and
observe the symptoms of afflueirza
(the di* ease of consumerism and
convenience).
Heavy sighs, people pushing into
one another, cell phones ringing,
tired mothers attempting to explain
to their children that they simply
can't afford another I'okcman toy.
Waiting doesn't have to be
painful, but rather can serve as the
perfect opportunity to just think
after a long day. or pcihaps listen to
a favorite mix tape while in line at
(he bank or McDonald's. Besides, if
we don't stop the drive-thru mentality of our culture, there won't be a
BGSU to attend anymore.
We'll just pull up to drive-thru
college, state our classes at the
speake.. turn in assignments at the
first window, and pick up the work
to be done at the second.
A'rire Heliick is a BG /V< » I
columnist. Send her digitally em ml
edcommenti viaelectrons that move
at nearly the speed of liehr across
the Information Superhighway 24
hours a day. .'65 days a year at helriek ke(n hot/nail.eom.

I saw a joke a few days ago that
went something like this:

by Andrew Panagi
apanagj@bgnet bgsu.edu
The Home Team
Castro's Cubans
Judge Rodriguez
give us
' <i back, our

<8 9 boy!

The Away Team
Rodriguez's Rebels

The Ball:
Elian Gonzalez

By the power vested
in me by the MiamDade
circuit
court
NO i

Now I know what a
wishbone feels like'

CHILDREN SHOULD NOT BE USED AS PAWNS IN
INTERNATIONAL SHOVING MATCHES!

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write
us and let us know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than
500 words (less than two typed, double-spaced
pages). These are usually in response to a current
issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800
words) can be submi'ted as Guest Columns. Guest
columns will be subject to space limitations and
considered based on topic relevance and quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy
on a labeled disk (Microsoft Word. Mac compatible) to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion
Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to
tran"bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Leter to the Editor".

Copyright C 1999, The BG News, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material from
this publication without prior permission of
The BG News is prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded In 1920 and is published daily during
the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student body, faculty, University administration
or The BG News. Unsigned editorials are the
opinion of the Fall 1999 BG News staff.

The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photoAlso, you can check out back issues of the Opinion graph descriptions.
page on the web at www.bgnews.com.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the
Editorial Board are final.
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Question: Do you think Elian Gonzalez
should be sent back to Cuba?

Toby Malik
Sophomore
Marketing
"1 think he should
because his father
has legal custody."

Fred Dejand
Junior
SportsManagement
"I don't knew
Does he have any
good cigars?"

Adam Schakora
Sophomore
Psychology
"Keep him."

Bobby Biggs
Senior
Environmental
Science
"Ahh... yeah.'

Matt Lyons
Junior
VCT
"I dent know. It's
a big swim."

Don't just follow the crowd

on rrw t XOJTIS.'
-'^eyer.l f
believe in/

USA vs Cuba in the
Elian Gonzalez Bowl!

PEEOPLE
on the street
stre

"l-oi Sale: one solar powered
radio, one wood burning stove, eight
kerosene lamps, eight hundred
assorted canned vegetables, and a
5000 watt propane generator. All
ilems sold together or separately.
Bids will be accepted starting
1/2/00. Serious inquiries only."
The unfortunate tiling is there are
so many people out there right now
with all of that, and more, already
forgotten in a dusty corner of their
garage. Why did they feel the need
to buy all thai'' Someone convinced
them it was necessary to survive the
supposed apocalyptic start of the
new millennium. The purchase of
these items is representative of what
is essentially incognizant, inflexible
blind faith.
We are raised from birth to be
sheep, to believe anything "the
authority" tells us and to simply follow the herd. Parents, teachers,
church, and television toi example;
these "authority figures" should all
be guiding us with accurate and
legitimate information. Who slops to
question them?
Whenever I open any magazine I
know I'm certain to he laced with
one of those 'Got Milk'.'" ads telling
me that I must drink more milk to
win the light against osteoporosis
Upon reading the fine prim, though.
I notice that that America's Dairy
Farmers and Milk Processors pay

for those ads. Wait a minute...
Aren't these the people that profit
from my purchase?
A little research shows thai one ol
the major causes of osteoporosis is
the loss ol calcium through the consumption of too much protein.
Ilinm. milk is protein; therefore,
drinking lots of milk causes me to
lose calcium. I've been lied to! In
countries that don't consume dairy
products, osteoporosis is almost
unheard of!
Now you see that the shepherds
can also be leading the flock astro)
One r.iorning I was reading my
Quaker Oats box and I started to
wonder about what it was claiming.
Il said that a month of eating a howl
of oatmeal each morning can significantly reduce your cholesterol and
risk of heart disease
In fact I always tell my mother to
eat oatmeal in order help with her
high blood pressure. If you're eating
oatmeal every day. you're not exactly having the traditional heartunfriendly breakfast of bacon and
eggs, so wouldn't your cholesterol
he lowered that way. not as the box
s.iv s' Well. I simply picked up the
phone and called the company's
consumer hotline I asked them to
tell me how their product is beneficial and thev were able to provide
me a reasonable answer.
When I told a friend later about
what I'd done, she actually yelled at
me! She said I shouldn't have bothered them with my questions and
that I should just believe everything
I'm told! I was dumtounded. Now.
I'm not trying to say that we should
be questioning every minute detail
of life. When someone tells me it's
raining outside 1 don't go to the window to check. However. I am going
to review the facts before giving
advice to my own mother.
Most of the population appears to
be lust like my friend. They have
been so conditioned that all they

know how to do is simply stick their
heads in the sand wait for everyone
screw them over and tell them what
to think. Many people not only put
this kind of unquestioned trust in the
consumer industry, but in every
aspect of their lives.
One glaring example I have experienced is in some of the religious
folk I have met. Religion is my
favorite topic of discussion, but I
find it incredibly difficult to discuss
anything with those who give
"faith" as their answer to every
question. You can believe in anything in the world, just do it with
reason.
Don't identify yourself with a
religion simply because it has been
handed down to you by your par
ents. believe because you have stud
ied il on your own and because it
feels right for you. Refuse to follow
the flock, be your own shepherd.
I will end this with a quote taken
from The Buddha on Belief in the
Kalama Sutta (no kids, that's not the
sex manual).
"Do not believe in anything
merely on the authority of teachers,
elders or wise men. Believe only
after careful observation and analysis, when you find that it agrees with
ic.ison and is conducive to the good
and benefit of one and all. Then
accept il and live up to it."
Don't be a sheep.
Kelly Simmons is a columnist for
The RG News, though \ou probably
shouldn i lake oar word for il. Ask
her
for
the
truth
at
kellysi<S bgnet. bgs n. edu
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condiment

spaghetti sauce

When you're broke, you look at things in a whole new way.
So for textbooks and stuff, hit ecampus.com. You'll save up to 50%. And shipping's always free.

ecampus.com
Textbooks & Stuff. Cheap.
Win a trip to Jamaica tor Spring Break. No purchase necessary. Sweepstakes begins 01/03/00 and ends 02/17/00. Open to US residents, 18 years and older. Void where prohibited. For details see Official Rules
on www.ecampus.com or send a self addressed stamped envelope by 02/10/00 to: c/o Rolling Stone Spring Break, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, NY, NY 10104. (WA and VT residents may omit return postage.)
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Flashing
Our Briefs
BG News Briefs
Last dav to drop classes,
change grades
Saturday, Jan. 15 and Sunday,
Jan. 16 will be the last days students can drop or add classes,
and the last day to change grade
options. In order to assist students, the Office of Registration
will be open Saturday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. and Sunday from I
p.m. to 5 p.m.
Breakfast celebrating MLK Jr.
A breakfast will be held Monday. Jan. 17 honoring Martin
Luther King Jr. at 9:30 a.m. in
Olscamp 101.
The event will feature a speaker
and a choir, along with an GSSft)
contest for area elementary,
junior and senior high schools. It
is sponsored by the Black Student Union.
MLK Jr. meets Malcolm X
On Tuesday. Jan. 18. a play
about the fictitious meeting
between Martin Luther King Jr.
and Malcolm X will be performed. It begins at 8 p.m. at the
Bryan Recital Hall in the Musical
Arts Building and is free. It is
sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and the Center for
Multicultural and Academic Initiatives.
World famous cellist performing at U.
Yo-Yo Ma, winner of 13
Grammy awards, will be per
forming at the University
Wednesday. Jan 19 at Kobackei
Hall in the Moore Musical Arts
Center.
Ma will perform on his cello
"Suite Italienne" by Igor Stravinsky. "'Sonata in D minor. Op. 40"
by Dmitri Shostakovich and
"Sonata in G minor. Op. 19" by
Sergei Rachmaninoff.

HEALTH-

MENINGITIS
Continued from page one.

given the vaccine to his own daughter.
It wasn't until this school year
with the extra media coverage that
the number jumped to nearly 300.
Having more students get the
vaccine doesn't bother Kaplan. He
only fears that many of the people
v hn decide to get a bacterial meningitis vaccine don't have enough factual information to make a rational
decision.
One of the factors Kaplan considered when deciding whether his
daughter would be vaccinated was
the $65 cost of the vaccine. Students and parents should consider
whether they are economically stable enough to spend that money,
Kaplan said.
"The threat of meningitis is a relatively low priority." Kaplan said.
Also, the vaccine is not perfect
The vaccine works on four of the
five strands of N. mengicaucus. the
bacterium that causes bacterial
meningitis. Around 30 percent of
the cases in college students are
caused by the fifth strand. Also, the
» a i me only works about 85 percent
of the time on the strands it docs
affect Overall. Kaplan estimated
thai the vaccine is only effective
about 65 percent of the time, and it
lasts only three to five years.
However, most meningitis cases
don't happen to college-aged students. The disease more often
affects young children, who cannot
even gel the vaccine. Research
slums that out of 3,000 cases a year,
only 100 to 125 occur on college
campuses
Factors that increase the risk of
Infection for college students arc
being in bars, smoking or being
around smokers, drinking, and living in residence halls, especially
freshmen.
"All and all. college students are
not that much more likely than the
general public, about 1.4 times as
likely." Kaplan said.
The main concern is for college
freshmen living in residence halls.

Recent studies suggest that they are
four to six times more likely to get
the disease than other students.
Living close together makes it
easier to spread germs. Even so. the
number of students who catch bacterial meningitis is only a few for
every 100.000 people.
About 90 percent of the college
students who get meningitis survive.
Some have only minor after effects,
while others lose extremities and
limbs or even suffer brain damage.
After infection, a person may
have anywhere from a day to several days before the untreated disease
leads to death. The sooner it is
caught and treated by antibiotics, the
higher the survival rates are and the
lower the chances of severe longterm effects are.
The bacterium attacks the nervous system and often cuts off blood
circulation to parts of the body.
Kaplan estimated that about 20 percent of the people in Bowling Green
have this bacterium in their throat.
"It's a common bug. It comes and
goes." Kaplan said.
When the bacterium gets to the
brain and inflames the meninges. the
outer membrane cover, or when it
enters the blood stream, a person
comes down with bacterial meningitis.
Other types of meningitis exist,
but bacterial meningitis is one of the
most common and most severe.
So is the vaccine worth it. or has
the media created more concern than
necessary? Maybe American students are taking unnecessary precautions for a disease that many officials say chances of catching are relatively low.
According to John Stossel. in his
"Give Me a Break" report on the
'20/20' aired on November 26. the
media does cause people to worry
more than they should. They cover
unlikely risks when maybe they
should be covering more likely
problems.
"We cover these risks because
they're interesting, but in doing it.
we scare the people to death about
the wrong things." Stossel said.
"There are so many bigger risks."

Continued from page one.

"One of the advantages of coming here is that students arc able to
sec the same physician or nurse
practitioner from their freshman to

Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m It
is also open Thursdays from 9.20
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and Wednesday
evenings by appointment only from
5:00 p.m. to 7:20 p.m.

bonds of bigotry, racism and prejudice."
Several rights and new initiatives
were originated due to King and his
followers' activism. Among them
arc President Johnson signing the
1965 Voting Rights Act and public
schools being ordered by the federal
government to desegregate in 1967.
'The civil rights movement was
primarily a black movement, there
were very little Asians, Indian and
Mexicans involved with the civil
rights movement," Taylor said.
King supported and was an advocate for several causes. In 1955, the
bus system in Montgomery. Ala.
was boycotted, a year later, the district courts ruled bus segregation
unconstitutional. He led demonstrations to integrate eating facilities
and public accommodations. Additionally King founded the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference
and announced the Poor People's
Campaign that addressed issues of
blacks and whites living in poverty.
"King realized that the ideas of
freedom, liberty and justice were not
obtainable by African Americans in
particular."" Taylor said. ""He symbolizes the civil rights movement,
which is a powerful legacy. Wherever people are struggling for democracy, rather in China. Poland or
South Africa, they sing the song.
"We shall overcome.'" he said.
According to Taylor. Ihanks to
the civil rights movements there are
now voting rights, funds for colleges
and head start programs.
Several students perceive MLK's
day as a reminder of the fight of
thousands of people, who strove to
gain rights they were denied of- life
. liberty and the pursuits of happiness:

Katherine Anderson, sophomore
music education major, believes
MLK's day serves as a reminder of
the struggles to change society and
societal views.
"King's speeches were very

DREAMContinued from page one.

views of America - a land of freedom, where men are created
equal..."
King strove to make the country
live up to the ideas often associated
with it. Among the ideas America
stand for are freedom, liberty and
justice.
"Martin made an attempt to
make American inclusive and equitable." Rose said.
Scott Patterson, junior business
major, agreed.
"King was first to take a stand for
acceptance and equality of all people." he said. "In King's Dream,
there wouldn't be discrimination
against someone because of their
race, religion, sexual orientation,
etc. People would work together to
achieve such a nation ."
One of the biggest misconceptions of King is that he was weak.
Taylor said.
"If anything, he was courageous." Taylor said. "It look courage
to face dogs, fire hoses, police officers with cuffs and hostile crowds.
rhose who followed him were just
as courageous and should be commended for their passive resistance
and great resistant."
He emphasized that although
King used "non-violent passive
resistance." his ways were viewed as
violent by the white nation because
it challenged the norm.
"Boycotts, sit-ins, marches were
and violent acts were considered
disruptive because they were upsetting order and violently shook the
foundation of the system." he said.
"King and his supporters violated
racial norm and asserted their spiritual powers in order to break past the

mr

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

their senior year." Navin said.
Appointments are encouraged in
order to minimize waiting time. In
most cases, they can be scheduled
within 24 hours, by calling 3722271. The Health Center is open
Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday, and

(Too many to list)

influential and its content was inspirational," she said. "He believed
that we can do anything through
equality and working together. He
believed in creating a society where
everyone is accepted and respected
for who they arc."
MLK celebration is a time for
Dawson. to pay tribute to the struggles of his people.
"'If it wasn't for MLK. I wouldn't
be where I am today." he said. "I am
able to express myself and be
heard."
Dave Young, junior MIS major,
said King was a leader.
"When I think of King. I think of
courage. " he said. "He took a stand
for his beliefs."
Dawson said King was also an
inspiration Thanks to King's efforts
people can express themselves and it
was through his actions he inspired
people to strive for their dreams, he
said.

CELEBRATE THE MLK HOLIDAY
"THE MEETING"

*»

JANUARY 18. 2000
8:00 P.M.
BRYAN RECITAL HALL
MUSICAL ARTS BUILDING

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

A PLAY ABOUT THE FICTIOUS MEETING BETWEEN
MARTIN LUTHER KING AND MALCOLM X

Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!

Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and the Center
for Multicultural and Academic Initiatives

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
oSi&imXai

ADMISSION IS FREE

(across from Taco Bell)
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GREENBRIAR, INC

=2f1== WOOD

Time Is Running Out For Fall 2000
224 E.WOOSTER
352-0717

COUNTY

C 3 HOSPITAL
II

•Frazee Ave. Aprs.
•East Merry Apts.

5 Personal care. Professional excellence.

* Welcoming BGSU students since 1951

•Field Mannor Apts.
All Units Include:
•2 Bedrooms
•2 Baths
•Dish Washer
•Grabage Disposals
•3 and 4 Person Rates

24 hr. Emergency Care
Ready Care, for non-emergencies

...Get Them While They Last!

Complete Outpatient Services, including:
Radiology

a great alternative when the Health Center is closed!

Lab

Sports Medicine Center

Outpatient Surgery

Inpatient Medical Services

Occupational & Speech Therapy

Obstetrics

Physical Therapy

NutritionServices & Wellness program

Other Rehabilitive Services

Our emergency department saw over 25,000 patients last year
GREENBRIAR, INC.

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

h

950 W.WOOSTER ST. BOWLING GREEN
For Information Call: 354-8900
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University junior tries hand in city government State says BG city
ANNE MOSS
SlMt WKIIKK
Junior Sarah Tomashefski, I
native of Lakcwnod. Ohio wiih little political backguiund, has recently taken on the task of Bowling
Green First Waid City Council representative.
Tomashefski was elected to the
position last November, hut was
actually appoinled last August
when former University student
Julie Meyer stepped down from
office early.
Her political interests began
when she started as a fiesmuan
Tomashefski said that neither she
nor her parents were ever involved
in anything dealing with politics,
but that she had always kept up
with political happenings through
the news.
Tomashefski started out as a
business major and switched over
to political science her sophomore
year. She has been involved with
the campus and the city since freshman year.

In addition to City Council.
Tomashefski has been vice president of Founders Hall, a member of
College Democrats, Wood County
Democrats and the Law Society and
Directot of Sales at the Days Inn
Hotel
Tuo years ago. she helped former University student Shaun
Lueddc's campaign for First Ward
City Council She became interested in Howling Green government
and started attending the City
Council meetings on a regular
basis.
Tomashefski*S 1999 campaign
was well supported by the College
Democrats and the Wood County
Democrats, and she worked closely
with mayoral candidate Democrat
Joyce Kepkc. She felt that her campaign was well planned and supported, leading to her victory in
which she garnered about 60 percent of the vole. She has enjoyed
first few months in office.
"I love the city. I love the people
and I love being involved with the

city groups." Tomashefski said
She thinks that being on City
Council is a great way to be
involved with student affairs and
form a relationship between city
and campus. Her focus on Council
is to create lies for the campus and
the city.
Although the majority of the
First Ward is made up of students,
there also are permanent residents
who Tomashefski deals with. One
of the most pressing issues for residents who share neighborhoods
with students is litter and vandal
ism.
Another big problem is traffic.
Tomashefski says she is not surehow to fix it at the moment, but n is
definitely something she would like
improved.
Tomashefski has two years in
office to help solve these problems.
Her term will overlap her graduation, which is slated May 2001.
Yet no matter how busy she may
get she still enjoys her position.
"It is so satisfying to solve a

problem for students and residents." Tomashefski said.
Since her campaign. Tomashefski has tried to remain highly accessible to students II any students
have problems or concerns concerning the city government, they
are encouraged to reach her at 3724234
or
via
e-mail
al
sarahto0bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Yet still early in office, she is not
sure about her future political
plans
"Some people have been i^kin;:
me it I am going [o make a career
out of running for offices*'
Tomashefski said "As much as I
like it. I think that I would like to
become a lawyer."
After graduation. Tomashefski
would like to attend the University
of Toledo law school, which is
something she has wanted lo do
since she was a child. She also
plans on remaining an active member of the Democratic party.

schools 'improving'

COLUMBUS - Ameritech,
Ohm's largest local telephone com
pany. has announced a cut of IS
cents a month in its basic service
rate, the llth such decrease sinct
1995.
The cut means Ohioans" residential customers will pay SMJs .i
month for basic service, down from
$14.40. Ameritech said in a news
release Monday
The cut is pan of an agreement to
reduce rates thai the company
reached in 1995 wilh the Public
Utilities Commission ol Ohio and
the Ohio Office ol Consumers'
Counsel, which represents residen
tial customers in rate cases

In icturn for the rale cuts,
Ameritech was freed from PUCO
reviews of iis earnings, commission
spokeswoman Beth Oianforcaro
said.
"We wanted to ensure that a captive ratepayer of basic local service
v. .is protected,'' she said.
Since 1995. Ameritech has lowered rates b\ more than SI20 million. The cost ol basic service lias
been reduced from SI7.25 a month
in I98S lo $14.23 currently, the
company said.
Ameritech merged last year wilh
S.ni Antonio based SBC Communication- Hie merged company conttol.. about one-third of the nation's
telephone linos

ASSOCIATED PRESS
CINCINNATI — The FBI lias
joined the investigation into what
caused a tank to rupture over the
weekend, spilling 379,000 gallons
of liquid fertilizer into the Ohio
River and the ground.
The hazardous materials unit of
the FBI joined the investigation al
Souihside River Rail on Monday.
Authorities do not believe sabotagewas involved in the spill Saturday,
but they wanted to cover all possible
angles in the case, said Assistant
Chief Mike Kroegcr of the city fire
department.
Officials planned to empty out
two other tanks at the company
today. One holds liquid fertilizer.

(ties to improve math scores on standardized tests
In addition. Toledo City School
District is offering seminars to better
improve teaching styles and instruct
teachers how to incorporate strategies io help fulfill the goals set by
the individual schools.
Toledo City Schools have
improved their score from last year.
According to Rachor. the school district improved their score in 18 of
the 27 categories and met the
improvement standards, set by the
Mate, in 12 out of the 21 standards
that were not met

State report cards are in, and
while Bowling Green schools
appear to he on a stead) course.
Toledo's marks are raising concerns
Ohio Senate Hill 55 encompasses
a plan for Ohio public sch.Kil districts to improve academic perlor
mance The program issues report
cards on the strengths and weaknesses ol the schools and makes the
school districts accountable for their
performance.
The academic performance "I the
school districts is
measured using
IK criteria that
arise from student performance
on standardized
proficiency tests
in the areas of
mathematics,
leading and writing.
The
schools
arc rated on a
scale of zero to
27. The scores
are then classi
fied into four categories: effective,
.'d 01 27-. continuous
ini|
meni. 14 to 25;
academic watch,
and the other one is filled with j
nine in 13. and
pen oleum-based solvent.
academic emerInvestigators on Monday concengency, for scores
trated on removing most of the eight and below
360.000 gallons of a petroleum
No
local
based-oil in a tank severely damschools scored in
aged by a dent The tank was not the
effective Bowling Tol edo Perrysburg Wood
leaking, but officials said they woi
range, but Bowl
(ire en
County
ried about thai possibility. If the lank
nig ( reen City
Average
had released the non-hazardous oil it
Schools
(20).
could have polluted the environRossford
ment, Kroegcr said
Hugh Caumarlin. superintendent
Exempted School Village (16) and
About 2.000 feet of boom was
Perrysburg
Exempted
Village of Bowling Green City Schools, said
placed in the nearby Ohio River to School District i22l were classified the city also is trying to improve
minimize the spread of the spill. No as continuous improvement. Toledo scores
one was injured when the tank rup
"To improve we have to align
City School District, however,
tured.
scored in the academic emergency ourselves with the state curriculum.'
The investigation could take se\
he said "1 am not saying it is the
range w ith a score of five.
erd months to complete, authorities
best curriculum, but it is the one we
Robert Rachor. director ol
said.
Research and Data Analysis for the are being measured by.
'"Our strongesl point is seen in
Toledo City School District, said
thai Toledo schools are preparing for the nuts and bolts." he, continued. "Eighty-five percent of our
the next state report
I Kcrj school in our district has kids go on to college and we do
written school improvement plans." very well on (he SATs and
sTrirtnnrffTirirTB o o o so i o o o 11 a Rachor said. "The schools that arc- ACTs."
}o&bo6tJ0ttoobo <nrtnnnn> o i o t o lower in math are developing slialc

Ohio Grade Reports
22

r

20

r

Ameritech cuts rates FBI joins investigation into
Ohio River fertilizer spill
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Find It In
The BG News!

Be Informed. Read the BG News.

Having Trouble
Paying Tuition?
UPS CAN HELP!
Earn & Learn with UPS
• $8.50-$9.50
• Immediate openings
• Free Benefits
(medical/life, 401k &
paid vacations)
• Weekends &
Holidays OFF

CAiAcnc m\M
SPRIMC BREAK SPECIALS
TAN IN THE AAOST EFFECTIVE EQUIPMENT
THE VMR SUNCAPSOLE

TAN TIL

/VAAV 1ST ?75.00
OR
TAN TIL MAY 1ST PAY AS YOO GO
*20 P0WN >3 PER VISIT
Both packs include an 80z bottle of Solar Ice Boost

OR
Buy any 8oz. bottle of lotion
Get 18 visits for $35.00
http://solarzonelotions.com

• 31/2-5 hr. shifts

UPS Delivers Education

On Top of a Paycheck,
UPS Will Help Pay for
Your Education

^ ELIGIBLE UP TO

**

$23,000

**

ARE YOU 9TILL THINKING ABOUT
WHERE TO LIVE NEXT YEAR???J
Mid Am Manor
"02ThirclSt. &8WR>urihSi.
Spacious 2 bedrmm, air-conditioned
starting al $450/mo.

FOR TUITION
Qkj
Noonday
EVERY Twilight
SHIFT: Midnight
Pre-Load

11:30am-3:30pm
4:30pm-9:30pm
ll:30pm-3:30am
4:00am-8:00am

CALL TODAY! 419-891-6820
www.ups.com

Iquol Opportunity Employer

C_^/ These apartments have a large living area
3y*
kitchen with dining area, full bath, and
Its o
lots of extra storage, including a walk-in
closet.

OJi_ did Mm forget 10 mention mat
you also get
Free gas heat, water & sewer???
Weil you do!!!
Don't ut around too
long... Our apartments
are already rented full
tor May and we're
tiling up quickly for
August too!

Call or stop by
our office today!

Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. #4 BG • 352-4380
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Indoor

Round Time to take offense
^ £

The Falcon hockey team looks for offense in this weekend's series against Ohio State '

Z iOr

i

Lia

^-IY
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DEREK McCORD
SPORTS Warren

SPORTS STAH-

The men's and women's track
icanis will gel their chance to prove
themselves for the first lime llns

All who were in attendance at Ihe
BG, Toledo football game remember

weekend when they slart the season
in last Lansing, Michigan for the

how crazy ihe atmosphere was.
Saturday afternoon, the Falcons

Michigan Stale Quadrangular.

will again entertain the Rockets in a

Women

Mid-American Conference men's

The

Metis Basketball
basketball match-up. The game is
set lor a I p.m. tip off in Anderson

are

ihe

defending champions of the
American Conference indoor
son. however, llns looks lo be a
sition year with a young team

Midsea
Iran'
con-

Arena.

women's

team

Indoor Track

The Falcons were cruising to a
six game winning streak but hit a
road block by the name of Western

sisiinp of 22 freshmen on Ihe rostefl

Michigan. BG lost 91-82 to the

Nine of Ihe freshman are heading lo
ihe MSU quadrangular meet.

Broncos Wednes-

"< hie of my primary objectives rn
the season al llns point in time is to

day night and fell
to

II-.'

and

overall

3-1

in

MAC.

gel as much experience under a k>i

the

ol these athletes belts as possible."
said women's track and field head
coach Scoll Sehmann. "And from

Toledo

brings a 7-9 overall and 1-4 confer-

dial exposure and experience lhal

ence

Ihe) improve their marks and get an
idc.i oi whal 11 lakes lo compete in

mark

lost by one point

Anthony

to

Stacey

and

Marshall

Wednesday night,
Wednesday.

forward

Anthony

Stacey led the Falcons with 22
points and 10 rebounds

MIKE LEHMKU1ILE/ The BG News
MURPHY — BG forward Ryan Murphy looks for an opening to pass the puck against Miami. Murphy says he and the rest of the Fal-

this conference."

con forwards need to take advantage of scoring opportunities in order to break out of the scoring slump that has plagues
recent weeks.

of Ihe sprinting squad will come
from scinoi Kelly Maiisell and

Forwards

Dave F.sterkamp and l.en Matela

DAN NIED

chipped in with

StiiKIS l.iirroR

13

points each.

Guard Trent Jackson

hit

for

11

points, helping the Falcons shoot 55
percent from the floor
The Rockets are hurting with the
recent loss of pre season All-MAC
selection forward Greg Stempin.
Stempin hypcrextended his elbow
on his right arm. which strained one
of his ligiments and is expected to be
out for four weeks.
With the loss of Stempin. guard
Justin Hall has picked up on the
scoring, averaging 15.7 points per
game. 6.0 rebounds per game and
3.2 assists per game He has led the
Rockets in scoring the last three
games. Forward Robierre Cullars is
averaging 6.8 ppg and 4.9 rpg and
Toledo has 90 more turnovers than
assists this season.
The

Falcons

head

BG in

to

Mount

Pleasant. Michigan for a conference
battle with Central Michigan Mond.i\ I buna time is set for 7 p.m

"There's no substitute for scoring
goals." said Bowling Green llockc;,
coach Buddy I'owers about what it
will take for his team to break OUI ol
their recent slump. "It's like a magic
potion."
The Falcons could use some of
Powers' magic potion in this weekend's home and home scries with
Ohio State
It wouldn't be lying to say that
center Greg Day is BG's leading
scorer, it just wouldn't be very
impressive.
Day has 14 points, ranking 16 in
the Central Collegiate Hockey \sso
ciation Center Adam Fdinger. who
was second in CCIIA points last season, has chipped in for an underachieving 12 points.
Against Miami last Saturday. Ihe
Falcons mustered up a measly 16
shois and scored only two goals
In then last 12 games. Ihe leant
has scored more than two goals only
four times.
The problem may he in the passive play lor the Falcon forwards.

Hockev
"We need more shots, it's pretty
simple." Junior Wing Ryan Mirphy
said "lust getting belter opportunities when we gel close to the net. we
just need to let the shot go instead of
making the pass and looking for a
better play."
Al the beginning of the season,
HI I's forwards were heralded as one
ol ihe most potent groups in the
CCIIA. However, since then scoring
droughts have plagued the Falcons.
Powers, however, said that he
was not going lo make any drastic
changes lo his leam's style of play
until they get a chance lo gel back
into Ihe sway of things after playing
only two games over break. He
hopes thai ilus weekend, everything
will run more smoothly than it did
against Miami.
"1 think everyone mil have theii
rhythm down a little more against
Ohio State," Powers said "We goiia
go. we jusi have lo gel n done, and if
we struggle this weekend with
pulling ihe puck in the net and we
ha\e lo go to a more defensive style

then dial's something we'll have to
determine."
In turn. Ihe defenseinan. thought
lo be die biggesl question mark at
the beginning of Ihe year, have
played belter than most thought they
would.
"All year long oui defense has
been keeping us in games," goalie
Tyler Masters said. "We're struggling on offense, bill all seven
defenscman are doing Iheii jobs
Defense has been awesome all yeai
in my eyes
The defense have kepi rookie
goalie Masters oui ol trouble foi
most ol Ihe year. I lies haven't let up
loo many odd man rushes, or put
Masters in many situations where he
had no chance to make a save.
"I don't think the defensive effort
has been bad." Defenscman Marc
Barlow said. "We have a goiKl solid
.on oi defenseman, a good mixture
of offense and defense. So once our
forwards sum coining around we'll
move up in Ihe standings."
The Falcons will gel ihe chance
to move up in the standings against
Ohio Slate, a team lhal is in 11th
place in the CCIIA The 10th place

Falcons are only foui points oui ol
seventh place, and only six |H>IIIIoui ol fourth place
The Buck.
one 5 2-2 in
their last nine games aftei an 11
game losing slicak

wards lean-Francois Dufoui
and Eric Melodic head up llic Buck

eye's offensive attack Dufoi leads
the team with 24 jtoinls. while
Melodic has notched 11 goals
Raj Alio lills ihe nel with a 3.06
goals against average, jusi slightly
bettei than Masters' I 24.
OSU has had a haul lime recovering liom Ihe loss of Iwo ol iheii
slats from last year Goalie Jell
Maund boiled to Ihe Past Coasl
Hockey league, and last year's
leading scorer Hugo Boisvefl gradu-

ated
"They're a team that has a lot of
young guvs and struggled early on,"
Powers said. "Their guys have
enough games under their bell now
,in,l they're a little bit more conlid.llll "
Tonight's game starts at 7:35 at
the Ice Arena, while Ihe team move
lo Value Cit) Wna in Columbus toi
a 7:05 start.

Women look for victory, improvement
0. MICHAEL GRAHAM

Women's Basketball

SPOUTS WMllk

been an achilles' heel al limes for ihe

There are times when a leam's
record docs not reflect its improve-

undersized Falcons

Offensive put-

backs hurl BG in Ihe home loss to
Buffalo

all and

1-2 in ihe Mid-American

Conference is one ot those exam-

plea
I he voung team has been in most
of Ihe games

Megan Jerome, it has been the little
things lhal have kept the Falcons
away from ihe victory.

The team

will continue to work on those little
things in preparation for Mid-American Conference games al Ohio Sal
urday al 3 p.m. and Kent Monday al
7 p.m.
In a way. il is like fixing a dam. A
person could plug up one hole. Suddenly, another leak shows up. In
lid's case for instance, In one game,
turnovers might keep die Falcons
away from victory. When Ihe) cor-

layup. Farmer will lead BG into battle this weekend against
Ohio and Kent.

we're

doing."

foi

BG

according

Knoblauch

m
The

.ill work out. I ihink we've improved

Bobcats aie led by

with ever) game."

Jacquie
CI5.5

Knoblauch is pleased with the
wa) die 2-3 zone has taken away

Szall mi ppg)..

team limited Buifalo center Tiffanic
The only

per

game) and Calhy

lough post players Foi instance, ihe
Bell lo six poinls.

Negrelli

poinls

"They're

post

good

a

learn."

player to have a big game against the

Knoblauch

Falcons was

"The) have three

Kent's Julie Sludcr.

who racked up 28 points mainly

guards

said.

thai

can

because she was strong enough to

shooi well fiom Ihree point land

bieak through ihe Falcon double and

I he) have Ihree sluing post plavci,

triple teams.

The) have some very good talent."

One might think the learn would
have problems with post

players

Despite the record, ihe team spirit is high according to Knoblauch

because ihe learn can not practice

Players

like sophomoie

liancine

against big players. But lhal is not

Miller and Farmer have said this

the case with Bowling Green

team does nol know how lo quit.
"The work ethic remains good."

good. We know we have a goal. I

were going to win "
rebounding

Han. an All-American jumper, rfad
knee surgery in the off season
Sehmann thinks the biggesl queslion mark will be ihe high jump.
'The team will not have the help
of jumper sprinter Stephanie Heidi
who will be rcd-shirlcd because stie
spenl three months in Australia as an
exchange sludenl and is not believed
to be in lop condition.

better than their expected middle «f
ihe pack pic season ranking.

mores.

Sterling Martin said.

whal

il before break and we have it now."

kind of show up. bui they knew they

Beck) Barnelt unavailable for the
firsl half of the season due to injury

problem

in

Jeiome said. "In die end. il should

everyone to show up." Knoblauch

could just

extremely shorthanded with senior
jumper lluina Han and hepialhlete

behove

Kent has

istT) 1- good. The attitude remains

the)

field events.
The women's learn is going to he

"We were picked lo finish in the
middle of Ihe MAC. but I feel thai
we can do better." Men's head coach

Ihe recent success lhat

Knoblauch said. "Oui team cliem

times, they knew

Standfield along with freshmen
Mary Willems will be the core of the

The men's learn will also be 'a
native Dawn Zerman al point as well j young group with 14 of the 33 runas centei Studer and guard Alana | ners on the rosier being freshmen
Badei.
and seven of the 33 being sopho

tice with us." Knoblauch said. "We

Defensively,

b

die

did not have it over break hul we had

year with Kim Knulh where olien
MIKE LEHMKUHLE/ The BG News
FARMER — Sophomore guard Angie Farmer goes up for a

Ihe discus, javelin and shot put
Juniors Tori Williams and Cindy

The men's team is looking to do

Flashes have

"We're a learn where we need

minutes. We're noi like Toledo last

The strongest Field events for the
women llns season are going to be

enjoyed, also presents ihe same

"We have a 6-I001-6 guy in prac-

said. "We need lo play well for 40

lhal Ihe strongest field event this
year will be the 3.000 meter run

is we need lo keep working hard and

I he main thing w uh oui defense

rect it ihe next game, it might be
turnovers lhat hurl them

seniors I.aura Deneau. Nikki Mon
roc and Angie Michael along with
junior Lisa Mariea. Sehmann say-

inside outside linen with Fremont

Bui according to

coach Dee Knoblauch and freshman

sophomore Jovone Hope. The distance group's strongest runners are

Men

Ohio, even though il ha- not had

ment. 'Ihe Bowling Green women's
basketball team, which is 3-11 over-

'The Golden

Sehmann thinks lhat the strength

Bui when Ihe Falcons focus on

was idling Ihe players lhat Ihe jour-

"We are in a

situation that we are going lo be
depending on a lot of freshmen and
sophomores."
Martin feels that going up against
Michigan Stale. Western Michigan
and Aquinas College will be a very
good early test for his program.
"Il is a great opportunity to sec
where we sland early in this season
by running against Western Michi
gan who is one of the best teams in
the MAC and lo be able lo compete
w iih one of ihe teams in the Big Ten
will help us Figure out where we are
111 this region." Martin said.
The men's team will get an
exceptional boost with a healthy
Rah Sheen Clay back running this
season. The All-Amcrican sprinter
was rcd-shirlcd last year due lo
injury.
Other cornerstones of the men's
program are senior middle distance
runner Pal Miller and senior highjumper Flic Browning. Clay. Millet
and Browning are Ihe co-captains of
this year's team
After the competition this weekend the men and women learns will

inside players, jump shooters tend 10

ney is better ihan the destination.

have big games. Toledo, which has

The climb is beiicr than die journey

be coming home to host the Bowling

We're going 10 keep plugging away

Green Open on Jan. 22. Some of the

We haven't had ihe best luck in the

team thai are expected lo panicipate
,ue Akron, Toledo and Windsor.

many good jump shooters, gol hot
from out iheie en route 10 Tuesday's

world

victory.

luck"

has

',

We're due for some good
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Buckeyes win by 2 over UW
ASSIK IATKD PRESS

scored. After Roy Boone missed a

MADISON, Wis. — Ken Johnson had 13 poinls. 14 rebounds and
a career-high six blocked shots as

wide-open 3-pointer for Wisconsin.
Kohl Center this season. But unlike
Texas, Temple and Illinois before
layup to give Ohio Slate a two-point
them, the Buckeyes (10-3. 2-1 Big

No. 17 Ohio Stale won its first road

Ten) didn't wilt under the Badgers'

game of the season, beating Wiscon-

trademark defensive pressure.

sin 53-51 Thursday night.
Scoonie

Penn and Michael Redd each had

Penn's driving

Penn drove the baseline and hit a

lead.
Wisconsin then turned the ball
over, but Penn missed a jumper with

layup

14 points for the Buckeyes in a

10 seconds to play. The Badgers got

with 1:09 left turned out to be the

matchup of the Big Ten's best defen-

the ball to Penney, who faked a drive

game-winner, but Ohio Slate had to

sive teams. Mark Vershaw led the

and shot a 3-pointer that was well

survive two missed 3-pointcrs by the

Badgers' struggling offense with 16

short of the rim. Koskie's tip attempt

Badgers in the closing moments,

points.

including Kirk Penncy's airball with
two seconds to play.

at the buzzer also missed

Ohio State was criticized for

The Badgers led most of the

loading its schedule with eight pregame and had a 28-25 halflime lead,
four

season home games against weak

turnovers and held Wisconsin to

opponents. After losing their only

four points over the game"s final

previous road games at Kansas and

The

Buckeyes

forced

but they missed 12 of their first 15
shots to start the second half. Ohio

5:32. Johnson was the focal point on

Illinois, the Buckeyes outlasted Wis-

State's star guard tandem of Penn

defense, limiting the Badgers' inside

consin (9-6. 1-2).

and

game with four second-half blocks
Wisconsin beat the first three
ranked teams that came

into the

Redd continued its shooting

Corey Koskic's layup with 2:17

slump, going a combined 5-of-17 in

to play put Wisconsin up 51 -49. but

the first half before recovering to hit

Johnson rebounded Penn's miss and

big shots in the second

Associated Press Photo
PENN — Ohio State guard Scoonnie Penn drives past Minnesota's Joel Przybilla. Penn lead the
Buckeyes to a 53-41 win over Wisconsin Last night.

Hornets game postponed in wake of Phills' death
ASSCK

mill i'ki ss

FORT MILL. S.C. — With their
teammate dead and their point guard
1(H) distraught to grieve with them.
Charlotte Hornets players convinced
the NBA on Thursday night to postpone Friday night's game against the
New York Kmcks.
Players, coaches and support personnel spent several hours at the
Hornets' suburban training complex,
meeting with counselors and discussing a memorial service and
funeral arrangements for their late
co-captain, Hobby Phills.
Late in the day. the league
announced Friday night's postponement.
"Rod Thorn and I spoke with
I Hornets center) Flden Campbell a
number of times today, and late this
evening he advised us it would be
extremely difficult to play so soon
after the memorial service. As a
result, we have decided to postpone
Friday night's game." NBA deputy
commissioner Russ Granik said.

The Hornets will resume playing
Saturday night in New York before
traveling to Louisiana on Sunday for
Phills' funeral.
The only person missing from
Thursday's team gathering was
point guard David Wesley. Phills'
close friend and the person police
say was racing his teammate
Wednesday when Phills lost control
and collided with an oncoming car.
"We're trying to contact him,"
Silas said Thursday afternoon. "I
have not been able to reach him."
Later in the day. club officials
who spoke on the condition of
anonymity told The Associated
Press that the team had reached
Wesley and sent a counselor to meet
with him.
The rest of the Hornets looked
emotionally drained as they left the
naming center.
Silas, unshaven and slouching.

shook his head and s.ghed frequently as he answered questions in soft
tones. He took a deep breath when
asked if Friday night was loo soon to
resume playing.
"We're all taking this pretty
hard." Silas said. "Thai's up to the
players. I think we have to find the
strength. It's very difficult, but there
are obligations that we all must
meet. But it's purely up to them."
The only player who would speak
to reporters was reserve center Todd
Fuller, who said it was difficult to
think about going back out on the
court without Phills so soon after his
death.
"It's going lo take some time."
Fullei said "It's nol just like one day
you can coiiie back and expect to be
on the same wavelength emotionally, mentally, physically that you
were before lhal Bobby was a special person, and it's going to lake
some lime lo gel over this."
Phills' widow. Kendall, issued a
Statement through the learn later urging the Hornets 10 get back on the

conn.
"If the players can emotionally
handle it. I would want ihem lo go
out and play because that's whal
Bobby would want." she said.
A memorial service was si lied
uled fin Friday in Charlotte al I en
Iral Church of God The funeral is to
be held Sunday in Baton Rouge, La
on the campus of Southern University, where Phills earned a bachelor's
degree in animal science.
A moment of silence as well as .i
video tribute to Phills had been
planned for Friday night's game. His
teammates plan lo wear a patch
beating Phills' No. 13 on their jerseys for the rest ol the season.
In addition, the Hornets will
retire his jersev number at their Feb.
9 luime game against Cleveland, ihe
team with which Phills spenl his
firs! si«. NBA seasons. Phills will he
the first Charlotte player to have his
jersej retired in the club's II yeai
history.
No makeup dales have been sei

foi the Hornets'two postponements
Wednesday night's game againsl
Chicago was postponed after: the
accident
Wesle) and Phills both signed
w nh ihe Hornets as free agents in the
summer 1997 and grew' particular!)
Jose
Ihe Iwo guards had their
cubicles nearby in ihe team's locker
room, frequently played practical
jokes on each other and often were
seen together with then families
.iw.o from ihe court.
Police said Wesley and Phills left
a practice al the Charlotte Coliseum
late Wednesday morning, got into
theil Porsche coupes — Phills a
black one and Wesley a w hue one
and began racing on a winding.
heavil) traveled thoroughfare,
I ess lhan a mile from the coliseum, while ihe two weie liaveling at
whal police said were speeds in
excess ol 75 mph. I'hills lost control
ol his cai MI a -IS mph /one and slid
into oncoming traffic. His cat was
siiuck in the driver's side dooi by an
oncoming sedan. Phills. 30. was pro

nounced dead al the scene.
Wesley has refused i" speak wuh
investigators, Charlotte-Mecklenburg County police spokesman
Keith Bridges said If any charges
are filed, the) would come al the end
of ihe crash investigation, probably
sometime MXI week. Bridges said
Remembrances of Phills were
cvideni Thursday throughout Char
lotte. where Phills was a tireless volunteer, especially for causes related
lo helping children Bouquets ol
flowers were scattered near the
clash site and the coliseum, and an
arrangement of tiger lilies was dchv
cred to the training center al midd.iv
Team chaplain Luke Wine said
Ihe players were experiencing a typ
ical range of emotions expected following an unexpected death.
"Some of them need to get out on
the court and work up a sweat,"
Wine said "Other guys jrc going to
need -nine ical quiel lime lo meditate through this."
In addition 10 his wife, I'hills is

Rape conviction doesn't stop Tyson's fight in England
ASS(K Ull 11 I'KISS

EJoxiiii*
LONDON — Mike Tyson's onand-almost-off light in Britain is on.
. After two days of threatening to
bar the former heavyweight champion from the country for a 1992 rape
conviction, government officials
relented Thursday and ruled Tyson's
Jan. 29 fight in Manchester. England, could go ahead against Julius
Francis.
Wuh organizers saying they'd
, lose millions and the fight a sellout
al 21.000. Home Secretary Jack
Straw stepped in and opened the
gates to Tyson, who arrives on the
Concorde at Heathrow Airport on
Sundav.

Straw, who heads the department
that oversees law enforcement, cited
special circumstances in admitting
Tyson although the strict letter of the
law would have kepi him out.
"In the special circumstances of
this case, it would be invidious for
an individual immigration officer lo
weigh (he competing considerations
involved." he said, "and I consider
that there are exceptional circumstances that justify my decision."
Straw said he was moved by
small businessmen in Manchester
who stood (o lose money, and ordinary fight fans who hoped lo see

BGSIL

Tyson in his first fight in Europe.
"I have taken full account ... of
ihe effects on small providers of
ancillary services, some of whom
could be facing bankruptcy because
they have invested heavily in the
contest and are innocent third parties." he said.
Tyson, speaking from Las Vegas,
said this was another step lo regain
his crown.
"I am very pleased lhat this has
been resolved," he said. "I'm looking forward to traveling (o England
and fighting in front of my British
fans. My fight with Julius Francis is
jusl the next hurdle in my quest to
reclaim ihe heavyweight championship."

Controversy ovet Tyson's right to
enter the country surfaced Tuesday
when several London mayoral candidates, including Oscar winner
Glenda Jackson, raised objections to
his criminal record.
Under British immigration law.
people who have served a ye.u or
more in prison can be barred from
entering the country. Tyson served
three years lor rape in Indiana.
Frank Warren, the light promoter
who said he would lose al least SI
million if the light were canceled,
said it was an inevitable decision.
"I'm, very pleased. At the end ol
the day that's the only thing lhal
could happen." he said "I'm pleased
now it's been sorted out."

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

PUBLIC SKATING SCHEDULE
Effective October through April

Wednesday 8:30p.m.- 10:00p.m.
Friday
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m.
8:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
Saturday
8:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
Sunday
3:30p.m.-5:30p.m.
7:00p.m.-9:00p.m.

BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

Francis said he was depressed
e.ulici in the day when he saw a
golden chance slipping away. Like
Tyson, he has served jail time.
I fell disgusted al Ihe politics of
the decision to not let Mike Tyson in
because this i- m) chance lo make a
good living foi my sell, earn a little
hit ol money and put myself on the
world stage ol boxing." he said
"I couldn't see why Mike Tyson
was not being allowed in the countiy I would have gone broke if this
fighl hadn't gone ahead and I made
u clear to Frank lhal I would have
sued the government."

I fci-/H Ineafre

127 N. Main B.G. •• 353-136F1
www.greateastern.hollywood.com

Fri 7:00 9:30
Sat Sun Mon

9\[pzu. Leasing

Starts Jan 28th...Friday Fright Night

1 or 2 bedroom furnishedandunfurnished

$2 Horror nick Even Week!

(May and August 2000
1 or 2 Bedroom summer only
limited available

Public ikatmg will not be available wher the vanity hockey team n at home

CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.

egg Oil then face and we normal
people can gel on with our jobs
now "

WINONA RYDER
GrlRL. QD
INTBRUPTEO

ARENA
With ID, Students Pay:
$2.00 admission
$1.00 for skates of all sizes
All fees bursarable!

Warren said his letter received
Thursday by the Immigration Sei
vice apparently turned the trick.
"We put together a submission
and thankfully il was received and
read and considered and fell il was
the right thing lo do." Warren said.
He said the "50-60-page document"
spelled oui the interests ol the boxers right through to "security workers" whose jobs rely on such events
"It's good foi everybody in ihe
spoil and it's good for Manchester
and business up there."
Francis' manager Frank Maloncy
w.is even more pleased.
"We're over Ihe moon." he said.
"All Ihe shenanigans are o\ci and a
lew politicians end un with a lot of

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533
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SPORTS
www.bgneivs.com/sports

RANSACTIONS

TANDINGS
East Coast Hockey League
At A Glance
NORTHERN CONFERENCE
Northeast Division
W
L
Roanoke
23
9
Richmond
23
9
Hampton Rds. 23
14
Trenton
17
15
Charlotte
14
18
Greensboro
12
24
Northwest Division
L
W
9
22
Peoria
15
Huntington
18
15
Dayton
19
13
Johnstown
17
16
Toledo
13
21
Wheeling
12
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE
Southeast Division
W
L
Greenville
26
Florida
27
8
Pee Dee
24
6
South Carolinal7
15
Jacksonville 13
17
Tallahassee
12
19
Augusta
12
22
Southwest Division
W
L
Birmingham 21
11
Mobile
21
15
11
New Orleans 20
19
13
Louisiana
20
Pensacola
15
14
Jackson
19
Baton Rouge 19
13
Mississippi
17
16
Arkansas
6
32

At A Glance
All Games

Conference

W

Pts
50
48
48
37
31
27

T
4
0
2
4
3
4
2

Pts
56
54
50
38
29
28
26

T
4
2
4
6
3
4
3
3
3

Pts
46
44
44
44
43
42
41
37
15

Pet.

W

L

Akron

1.000

12

3

Kent

.750

11

2

BG

.750

11

3

Marshall

.667

12

2

Miami, Ohio 2

.500

6

Ohio

2

.400

6
9

Buffalo

1

.250

3

11

E. Michigan 3

.750

9

4

Ball St.

2

.500

10

3

N. Illinois

2

.400

8

6

W. Michigan 1

.250

5

8

Toledo

1

.200

7

9

C. Michigan 0

.000

3

10

East

Pts
47
43
42
39
30
27

7

West

BASEBALL
American League

Brown a no-show at NFL hearing
ASSOCIATED PRESS
CHICAGO WHITE SOX—Agreed to terms with
INF Esteban Bellre, OF Yamil Benitez, OF Steve
CLEVELAND — Suspended Cleveland Browns
Gibralter and LI IP Kelly Wunsch on minor-league
offensive (ackle Orlando Brown did not attend his
contracts.
appeal hearing in New York on Thursday, choosing
CLEVELAND INDIANS—Agreed to terms with instead lo plead his case over the phone.
Brown was suspended indefinitely for shoving refOF Lance Johnson and C Jesse Levis on minoreree Jeff Triplelte to the ground during a game lasi
league contracts.
month. He was not present at the one-hour meeting in
TAMPA BAY DEVIL RAYS—Agreed lo terms NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue's Manhattan office.
with RHP Sieve Trachsel on a one-year contract.
Brown's agent. Tom Condon, attended the hearing,
which also included Tagliabue. members of his stall
National League
and Gene Upshaw. executive director of the NFL playSAN FRANCISCO GIANTS—Named Lenn ers association.
Sakata manager and Steve Renko pitching coach
Football finals to remain in Massillon, Canton
for Bakersfield of the California League.
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BASKETBALL

Tuesday's Result
Akron 62, Ohio 60
Wednesday's Results
Buffalo 71, Cent. Michigan 58
Kent 80, E. Michigan 67
Marshall 91, Toledo 90
Miami, Ohio 86, Ball St. 84, 30T
W. Michigan 91, Bowling Green 82
Saturday's Games
Buffalo at Kent
E. Michigan at Marshall

NOTE: Two points are awarded for a victory;
shootout losses earn one point and are referred to as
ties.
Friday's Games
South Carolina at Jackson
Hampton Roads at Louisiana
Mobile at Pensacola
Mississippi .il Tallahassee

From
The Wire

Thursday's Sports Transactions

Mid-American Conference

Miami, Ohio at Akron
N. Illinois at Ball St.
Toledo al Bowling Green
W. Michigan af Cent. Michigan
Non-Conference
Ohio al Cincinnati

Find Falcon sports
^scores every day in
The BG News
*■!■■ r
■■ IIIIIII

National Basketball Association

COLUMBUS— Ohio's state high school football
finals will remain in Stark County this year.
Ohio High School Athletic Association officials
voted Thursday to pick up the option year of the contract with the Stark County Football Tournament Committee.
Also approved was a plan to again split the six
National Football League
championship games between Paul Brown Tiger StadiATLANTA FALCONS—Signed DE Emil Ekiyor,
um in Massillon and Fawcell Stadium in Canton, with
WR Brian Finncran, OG Adam Hernandez, LB each facility hosting three championship games.
Brian Smith, OG Alex Bernstein, DB Kerry Cooks,
The games are set for Dec. 1 and Dec. 2.
In 1998, Massillon hoslcd four games and Canton
OT Ozell Powell and DE Sam Simmons.
two, while in 1999 Canton hosted four games and MasHOCKEY
sillon two.
National Hockey League
Parcells could get top pay
ANAHEIM MIGHTY DUCKS—Hired Bob MurASSOCIATED PRESS
ray as a scouting consultant.
HOUSTON RCX'KETS—Activated C Hakeem
Olajuwon from the injured reserve list. Waived C
Thomas Hamilton.
FOOTBALL

ST. LOUIS BLUES—Acquired RW Slephane
NEW YORK — Bill Parcells could become the
Richer from the Tampa Bay Lightning for D Chris
highest-paid coach in NFL history if he returns for one
McAlpine and G Rich Parent.
more year with Ihe New York Jets.
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS—Recalled D Nathan
NFL sources told The Associated Press thai Robert
Dempsey from St. John's of the AHL.
Wood "Woody" Johnson IV. the winning bidder TuesSOCCER
day in the sale of the team, is willing to pay Parcells
Major League Soccer
more than the $4 million Seattle coach-general managNEW ENGLAND REVOLUTION—Acquired a er Mike Holmgren makes.
first-round pick in the 2000 dr.ifl from Dallas, comThe sources, speaking on the condition of anonymipleting a previous trade.
ty, said Johnson is willing to abide by any decision ParNEW YORK-NEW JERSEY METRO STARS— cells makes. But Johnson also let it be known during a
Named Juan Carlos Osorio and Ken Pollard assis- two-hour meeting with Parcells on Wednesday that the
tant coaches.
new owner's first choice.is Parcells. who stepped down
on Jan. 3.

Bowling Green's
most comprehensive
i "Jj^r!il2rJU3 JJSJ
sports coverage.

Be sure lo start an honest, open dialogue
with them al an early age. For a fee booklet
that ran help you discuss all kinds
of lough issues, call 1 -800-Child-K

INCLUDING SEVERAL "BEST PIZZA

BGSU INTERNET ACCESS
3^203
N. Main
^Sg^^

m

«™mm 352-5.66
$4.00 Minimum

Open Weekday/ 1 P.m. • lunch fri. • Jot. • Jun.

f ANY 2"ITEM"!
PIZZA
Your Choice:
I 10" ^ _-

14" _

I Sm. 5.50

Lg. 9.00

ii£i.7.oo

iLgH.oo

I

Additional Items Extra
Fajita Chicken = 2 Items

WE'VE
MOVED

A Huge Order
Of BG's Best!
5 Breadsticks Only $2.50
We Now Have Stuffed Breadsticks
/\
1
%,

FREE DELIVERY
LIMITED AREA

PicrtrviJIrYc'
/
P|Z3DO 203 N. MAIN

Applications will be available in 110 McFall
until January21*.
Applications are due by 5 p.m. on January 21st.
If you have any questions, call 372-9866.

_ _

12 Slices!

352-5166

Not Valid With AnyOther Oiler • Expires 2/29/00

^M

Looking for a way
to get involved?
Want to impress
your future employer?
Represent B.G.S.U.
as a Tour Guide!!!

The Student Union has
Closed its Doors for
Renovation
Here is where to find us
during the renovation:
(All phone numbers
remain the same)

A Great Selection of SALADS & SUBS!

\ 1 "Free"item" ^
■

on any size Pizza
fajita chicken=2 items

Add Brdstx $2.50
To Any Order
FREE DELIVERY

i i-Tzza'203 N
V

352-5166

MAIN

Not Valid With Any Other Oiler • Expires 2/29A30

J

Eli's Choc. Chip Cheesecake $1.25

CHOOSE
•7" 1 Item Pizza or Calzone
• 5 Huge Breadsticks
• Small SuB
• 10 Wings
• 6 Mozzarella Cheese Slicks
• 6 Ck. Fingers

<S {o S

2
1
FOR 5.25
OR 3/7.75
ANY

. FREE DELIVERY

d$&P203 lN MAIN
' 352-5166
IMZAI
^.

Not Valid With Any other Otter • Expires 2/29/00

M

Garlic or Tom. Breed • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins

h

Student Union administrative offices 215 South Hall
Space Assignments
215 South Hall
Catering Services
103 Centrex Building
Student Activities
204 South Hall
University Activities Organization
210 South Hall
Student Legal Services
401 South Hall
Information Center
Olscamp Hall
Computer Lab
2nd Floor, Student Services
Design Lab
Amani Room, Commons
Little Shop
University Bookstore
Copy Center
112 University Hall
ATM's
Library
Huntington
Key Bank
Founders
Mid-Am
MacDonald
Dining Services: .Commons Founders
Kreischer
MacDonald

372-2241
372-2941
372-6951
372-2343
372-2486
372-2951
372-2741
372-2738

372-2851
372-9633

For updates on the renovation or for further information, please visit our
Web site at: www.bgsu.edu/offices/union/index.html
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ENTERTAINMENT
www. bgnews.com/now

Inside: 'Matt Paprockl
reviews Twisted Metal 4
and Dino Crisis for
Playstation.

VIDEO GAMES
►>- page 15

The butt
stops here
Recently it seems like the music
industry has found a new source of
inspiration. What is this amazing
inspiration? Why it is none other
lhan the butt. Think about it. We
have Juvenile telling us to back our
"things" up. Ricky Martin is shaking his bon-bon. Meanwhile, Jennifer Lopez has reportedly taken out
a huge insurance policy on her body.
This all may seem new, but we
have been fascinated by our posterior regions for decades. Back in the
1970's, we were shaking our booties
to KC and The Sunshine Band while
Peaches and Herb encouraged us to
shake our collective groove things.
In the 1980's, we had hair bands in
tight pant* and Prince shook what he
had. He even had backless pants.
George Michael gave us more than
an eyeful of his money-maker in his
"Faith" video. In the early 1990's,
Sir Mix-a-Lot took butt songs to a
whole new level with "Baby Got
Back." The video even had a huge
orange plastic rear end as a back
drop.
However. 1999 was truly a stellar
year for bon-bons everywhere. Spin
magazine went as far as to name the
butt "Body Part of the Year". A
recent issue of Request magazine
even went into a huge debate about
whether music mattered anymore.
The argument for "no" was that "It's
all about Jennifer Lopez's a**."
Videos are littered with tight rear
shots. Dancers shake what they have
been given. Is it just me or are pants
getting tighter and tighter? Tom
-Green even made it to number one
on MTV's TRL with 'The Bum,-Bum Song" of all things.
Of course, the kings of butt display are Blink-182. They have
proudly shown their rear ends in
three videos ("All The Small
Things". "What's My Age Again",
'"and Lil's "Ziplock"). They have
even performed with only a smile
on.
Now honestly, how many songs
about eyes do you remember? Other
lhan hair bands, our heads don't get
much mention either. Feet get mentioned once in a while, but those
songs just don't have the same staying power It's all about shaking our
money makers.
But why do we focus so much on
this body part? Is the butt really
more important than music itself?
' No one is innocent here. Men and
women alike all have something to
look at. Think about it, what does
the butt do for us other than provide
us a cushion to sit on? It's not exactly the best looking thing about us. It
does not help us think or see or feel.
It all boils down to this; Why is
the music industry taking such
notice of our bums? Almost every
teen bubblegum pop star or boy
band is in on the act. Martin is making the ladies swoon while Lopez is
giving men something they want.
With so much emphasis on what our
bodies look like, does talent really
matter anymore? You could totally
stink but if you can shake your
groove thing then it really does not
matter then, does it?
Lisa Bellinger would like Robbie
Williams lo back his bum up. and
she
can
be
reached
at
Nowslaff@journalist. com

NOW: Robert Schimmel,
Innosence Mission, Macy
Gray and 'Not For Ourselves Alone' soundtrack
are all reviewed.

Inside: Being John
Malkovich. Man On the
Moon' and The Talented
Mr. Ripley are all
reviewed.

MOVIES

NOW SOUNDS
►>- page 17
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University student makes national finals
KEVIN AEH
ENTERTAINMENT WRITER

Last month. The Kennedy Center honored Sean Connery and Stevie Wonder. This month, the prestigious arts foundation in Washington
D.C. has given out an award to doctorate student, Geoff Stephenson.
Over winter break, Stephenson
and a small group of other University students were nominated to participate in the Kennedy Center
American College Theater Festival
in Milwaukee. According to theater
professor. Dr. Michael Ellison, the
festival was established to promote
and celebrate quality college-level

theater productions.
"The BGSU students who participated in this year's festival also performed in the campus productions of
"Shakuntala" and "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to the
Forum," Ellison said.
According to Shaun Moorman,
promotions director for the department of theater, this is the first time
the University participated in the
festival in about eight or nine years.
"As far as I know, this is also the
first time a Bowling Green student
became a national finalist," Moorman said.
298 students competed at the
regional festival in Milwaukee. Out
of that number, only two get logo on
to the national competition in April.

One of those two finalists is doctorate student Geoff Stephenson.
The selections that helped
Stephenson become a finalist
included a song from "The Secret
Garden" and a scene from "I Hate
Hamlet," which he performed with
acting partner Kevin Dorman.
The award for being a finalist is
a $500 scholarship. If Stephenson
wins the finals in April, he'll get the
Irene Ryan Award, which is a
$25,000 scholarship.
He said he is excited about this
award because it is a good experience for him and the theater department.
Stephenson is originally from
Huron, the location of BGSU's summer theater. He has been involved

with the Huron Playhouse ever since
high school. Most recently, he
directed last year's "The Hallow"
and also acted in "State Fair."
Stephenson came to the University in '93 to get his master's in music
education. Having previously taught
music in a Toledo high school, he is
currently working on a doctorate in
musical theater.
"I'm looking forward to teaching
on the college level because it will
also jive me plenty of opportunities
to perform." Stephenson said.
Other plans for Geoff Stephenson's future also include writing a
book on musical theater theory and.
of course, hopefully winning the
Irene Ryan Award in April.

Photo Provid,..<
University doctorate studentGeoff Stephenson is a finalist
for the Irene Ryan Award.

Shake your rump at Bustamove.com
JEFFMcGUINESS
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

The Internet is indeed a powerful
tool. Why, with just a few clicks of
the mouse and a little pounding of
the keyboard, you can find information about almost any subject imaginable. You can read the latest news
from the four corners of the globe.
You can find details on the weather
and driving directions toward any
conceivable target.
You can even...learn to dance?
Well, you can if the operators of
bustamove.com have anything to
say about it. The new website offers
its visitors the chance to learn the
latest dance steps, over their computer - at a fee.
The site offers instruction in several styles and forms of dance, from
salsa to swing to wedding basics,
with new dances to be added in the
future. The basic moves of each
dance are free, with more advanced
moves costing a dollar each.
Kate Moschandreas, who owns
the site along with her husband Jeff
Grossman, says that the idea was
inspired by the two attempting to
provide a service to the Internet not
seen before.
"We came up with the idea
around New Years of 1999,"
Moschandreas said. "We
both love dancing - Jeff has "
competed in several ballroom and Latin dance compc- rtilions. And we felt that a service such as this would be
unique."
So how does bustamove work?
Well, each move is represented by a
page of instruction, featuring animated representations of two professional dancers demonstrating the
moves. The pictures are accompanied by written directions for each
dancer.
In addition, every measure of the
move is demonstrated via animation
activated by simply moving the
mouse over the picture. There's even
a section called the "Hall of Shame,"
which details common mistakes
made by dancers in each move.
Julie Setzer, owner and operator
of Julie's Dance Studio, says she
doesn't feel that (his new website is
any substitute for real, pcrson-toperson instruction.
"I don't honestly see a lot of benefit to it." Setzer says. "You need a
lot of personal instruction and professional supervision to learn many
of the more complicated moves in
dance."
Moschandreas says, however.

that bustamove.com is not necessarily meant as a substitute for personal instruction, but rather as an option
for those who's schedules keep them
from taking lessons. Also, she says
that the site could be used as a companion to dance studio instruction.
"You could learn the basics of a
specific type of dance before a class,
then move on to the more advanced
moves
with
an
instructor,"
Moschandreas says.
Moschandreous says that the
site's main goal is to offer a service
to web surfers which is unique compared lo what is offered on other
sites. 'The Internet provides a great
deal of information on a wide variety of topics," she said. "But we
offer something that's also fun."
So, does the site work? Is it possible to learn the latest dance steps
with only your computer, a little
time and a little extra cash? Well, the
best way to find out is to try it, so
yours truly, a man who has all the
basic rhythm of an ungraceful elephant and has never taken a dance
lesson in his life, decided to see for
himself.
First of all, it is necessary to register with the site, a simple process.
Once logged in. the visitor may
choose from a list of possible dances
and moves, either learning the free
basics of each' particular dance or
choosing to purchase a more
advanced move.

Photo Bg New» / Ben French
J. Michael Bestul and Jeff C Guiness try their luck at the east coast swing. Lessons courtesy of
Bustamove.com.
Michael Bestul, for assistance. After
I step on his foot, however, he gets
Oback to his
own work
k and I am
| left
to
| learn on

The move isn't hard at all. The
dance seems to amount to a little
movement of the feet accompanied
by a rhythmic swaying of the hips.
The movements are simple to follow, though I must be careful with
the "swaying the hips" part. Considering the size of the hips I possess. I
could knock things over if 1 sway
them too much.
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Considering
my aforetioned
lack

of

J

click to
download

rhythm.
perhaps
the best
starting
point for
me would
be sometirng a little
less challenging.
Maybe I should start
with a basic swing step, those seem
to be fairly simple. Now all I need
is...a partner.
Here lies one of the first noticeable faults with the basic idea of this
website; as Setzer pointed out, the
best way to learn lo dance is to work
with another person. So, I ask the
first person who passes by, J.

my own.
Without a partner, I try the dance
with my hand on the back of a chair.
I begin to pace back and forth,
attempting to imitate the step. My
efforts are helped by the sound of
the music playing in a video on the
page. This is one of the good points
about the site, as for each dance,
appropriate music can be played in
the background.

After
10
minutes of
work, my
•> basic
,.. swing is
now at
least
passable.
I
decide to move on
from the East Coast
Swing I had been working on to something a
little more challenging
for a dancer of my obviously stellar ability...the
West Coast Swing. With
any luck, within the hour I
will be a bi-coastal swinger.

I take one look at the video of this
particular dance and know I'm in
trouble. This one involves a lot more
movement lhan its East Coast counterpart. The music is also a lot more
country-esque. and I've never been
good at keeping rhythm to country.
But, hey, I'm a journalist (I think),
and this is my job, so I press onward.

Actually, the step is not as complex as I had first thought, though
the directions on screen could be a
little clearer. Still. I am dancing. Sort
of.
So, is the site worth it? Does it do
what it advertises and is it worth the
effort and cost?
Well, technically the site is very
good. It's pleasing to the eye and
well organized. The unique feature
of the animated dancers makes
learning each step a little easier, as it
is much less difficult lo follow the
colorful figures' steps than it would
be to follow the steps of a real
dancer. The instruction is actually
pretty easy to follow, and with practice, the dance steps described can
indeed be learned.
There are, however, drawbacks.
As mentioned above, the best way to
learn to dance is still to just practice
with a partner. Trying to follow the
directions while dancing with another person could become difficult.
In addition, the cost has to be
considered. One dollar per move
doesn't seem like a lot, but when
you consider that a dance such as
Salsa features seven additional
moves to learn, the cost could accumulate quickly.
Still, for those who can pay. the
site does pretty much exactly what it
offers...online dance lessons available at anytime. But the best way to
learn to dance is the same as it has
always been...just do it yourself.
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ENTERTAINMENT
'The Sopranos' returns still with
perfect pitch
FRAZIER MOORE
AP TELEVISION WRTTFJl

NEW YORK — In case you didn't hear, it's the year 2000.
Another flash: The Earth is
round.
And one last inside tip: HBO's
' "The Sopranos" returns Sunday.
Of course, how viewers welcome
.-back New Jersey mobster Tony
• Soprano may vary.
— Those who don't subscribe to
'. JffiO may wonder what all the fuss
•js about. They are probably tired of
' ilu- hoopla and critical acclaim surrounding this drama. (You are here*«y excused from this column, with
'. xiur thanks.)
''. — Committed Sopraniacs who
'. -savored all 13 episodes last year and
• Jiaven't stoppea raving about it are
'counting the minutes until 9 p.m.
,£ST Sunday. But these devotees
•^also worry how the series' creator,
\-David Chase, will manage to make
• lightning strike again. (You may
> jelax. Based on the first three hours,
Jlhe new season is electrifying.)
t! — Newcomers could be cowed
iby the challenge of plunging into
this complex, highly populated
'.drama in medias res.
Sunday's episode begins with a
icatch-up montage, tunefully accom•panied by Jersey favorite son Frank
Sinatra crooning "It Was a Very
itooodYear."
Was it?
Here's Tony's mommy dearest.
!'Livia (the incomparable Nancy
Marchand). lying in her hospital bed
still recovering from her alleged
stroke.
Here's Tony — suburban husband, father. Mafia boss — still on
the job at the Bada Bing! strip club.
receiving a Bloomingaale's shopping bag full of cash.
Here's a glimpse of a bulletin
board: the Feds' schematic of the
crime family that Tony runs. Seems
the Feds are siill after Tony.
Here's Tony's resolute wife
Carmela (Emmy winner Edie

Capcom surpasses expectations again
MATT PAPROKI
Warm)

ENTERTAINMENT

Capcom has pushed the Resident
Evil franchise into a mainstay of
todays gaming. With no less than
four Resident Evil games coming
out soon, it's hard to believe that
Capcom has the time to put out
another masterpiece in the survival
horror genre. Dino Crisis proves that
Capcom is a workhorse and will
AP Photo stop at nothing to impress the
"The Sopranos" are shown from left, Tony Sirico, Steve Van Playstation gamer.
The game begins with the
Zandt, James Gandolfini, Michael Imperioli and Vincent Pastore.
cliched' story of an experiment gone
Falco). still at home; Tony's Uncle
These days, Christopher is man- wrong on a now deserted island.
Junior (Dominic Chianese). who aging a mob-controlled brokerage. Your sent into investigate what went
wants his nephew dead, still in jail.
Big Pussy (Vincent Pastore). wno wrong and why. The part they didn't
Here's Dr. Mclfi (Lorraine Brac- vanished last season after maybe rat- tell you is (hat the island is overrun
ling
Tony out, is back, and all is for- by carnivorous dinosaurs, each of
co), who was Tony's psychiatrist
until his enemies got wind he was given — or maybe not.
which can be as deadly as the next.
spilling his guts to a shrink, continuAnd sure to give the pot a good
ing her practice in a motel room stirring: the sudden appearance of
The story evolves nicely and with
where she's hiding out.
Tony's sister. Janice, a scheming multiple endings, your sure to come
Here's Tony's screw-up nephew overage hippie he hasn't seen in back again. Drama unfolds as the
experiment is revealed and party
Christopher (Michael Imperioli). vein
watching movie mobster Edward G.
Most recently, she was living in members come up missing. It won t
Robinson on TV while snorting Seattle on bogus disability. But now lake long for the average gamer to
cocaine off his coffee table.
she's come home, professing born- beat it the first time as it only takes
Here's Tony teaching daughter aglin concern for her ailing mom — around 8-10 hours to play completeMeadow (Jamie Lynn-Sigler) to which puts her at loggerheads with ly through. Beating it gives you such
drive. Parking in the sack with one Tony, who thinks Livia tried to have additions as new costumes and
weapons. While not exactly a new
of his Bada Bing! girls. Returning him whacked.
home in the middle of the nighi to a
By episode three. Livia is pan- idea, it is something to strive for
penetrating look from Carmela as he icked that her caretaker daughter
From most of the scrcenshots.
slips into bed.
moans to kill her for her savings
most people disregard the game as a
It's an enchanting, chilling and Janice seems to lie rekindling a RE rip-off. Once the game is in
bitterly funny interlude, which pret- long-ago romance with a thug who however, players notice the backty much sums up the series' appeal. has thoughts of offing Tony.
grounds are completely polygonal
And it inventories the pressures and
Yes, "The Sopranos" is devilishly compared to the pre-rendered back
conflicts besetting poor Tony. who. complex. But the message is glori- grounds of RE. This allows the camnow deprived of Dr. Melfi's set
oush simple: "The only way to run era to pan. sweep and make more
vices, is once again plagued by anx- a family these days is bunker-style," movie like scenes with the games
iety attacks
Tony heels "You peer out through actual graphics. The noticeable
The acting is still superb, the the slit."
downside to this comes in the lack of
writing still crackles. And. as before,
No wonder viewers will still love detail and polish to the graphics. The
the language is blue and the blood peering in.
resolution is low. but it keeps a
flows red.
steady frame rate throughout.
The main star of the game is the
dinosaurs themselves and Capcom

The Black Student Union

MATT PAPROKI
WarrER

Martin Luther King Jr.

ENTERTAINMENT

As the innovator of 3-D car combat. Twisted Metal has gained a
good deal of respect. Unfortunately,
the third game in the series killed
that reputation by ruining the control
and losing all of (he fun (hat filled
the first two games. The fourth game
in the series brings back most of
what made the first two games great,
but still doesn'( quire make i( to the
top against (he oihcr games in (he
quickly crowding genre.
The immediate impact from (he
game comes with (he brilliantly produced introduction. A brief history
of the tournaments presented in
silent movie form is crafted beautifully before going into the modern
day tournament.
The main complaint with TM3
was the touchy control causing your
car to overturn after an attempt at
cornering. The problem has been
addressed with this new entry, but
your car still will roll if a corner is
taken at a high speed. The rest of the
control is precise when needed and
all of the massive weaponry that

Birthday Breakfast

With Special Guest Speaker
And Choir
Voices of Tomorrow
(Toledo. Ohio)

Monday, January 17, 2000
9:00 a.m. (Door.open a,>.•-,<

Bowline Green State University
Olscamp Rm. IOI
Cost: *7.OO students • 510.00 non-students ' ij.00 Children
Tickets on Sale Now * r3urs.ir.ible
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filled the other games makes a
return. Sweet Tooth's weapons have
never been easier to use.
The game hasn't improved much
graphically over the third game in
the series, but the frame rale is kept
very high at all times. Innovative
stages such as Sweet Tooth's bedroom show whal the PSX is able to
do in its last days, but the other
stages look a little bit on the lackluster side.
New features include the ability
to create your own car and select
which weapons suit your tastes of
destruction. Customization in
today's games has become a manda-

tory feature, and this feature will let
few people down.
The muli-player mode holds up
well with a very small drop in frame
rate and graphical detail, something
that most PSX games arc unable to
accomplish. Nixhing is more fun
(han creating your own car and then
destroying others with it in a massive battle. The sounds aren't that
different from the original game, but
they still hold up well against the
dark background of muti-playcr car
combat.
Let's all just hope this is the last
of this series, at least on the PSX.
Four games in a series is a long run.
and the only improvements that
could be made are in the graphics
department. Other games in the
f'.enre. such as Vigilante Eight, have
ong eclipsed Twisted Metal. While
definitely not a bad game, there arc
plenty of other car combat games
that will give you more bang for
your buck.
Final Word: Sweet Tooth is back
with a vengeance. After the atrocious third sequel, 989 has brought
themselves right back into the mix
of the great car combat games.

Commons Dining Center
Main Dining
Monday - Friday
7:30am - 7:00pm
Saturday - Sunday
Closed
Chilys Express
Monday - Friday
8:00am - Midnight
Saturday - Sunday
Noon - Midnight

Dining Services
Spring 2000
Operating Hours

Kreischer Dining Center
Sundial Food Court Monday - Friday
7:30am - 7:00pm
Saturday - Sunday
10:00am - 7:00pm
Shadows Snack Bar Sunday - Thursday
& Pizza
7:00pm - 3:00am
Friday - Saturday
4:00pm- 1:00am
Monday - Friday
Silver River Cafe
5:00pm - 8:30 pm

Harshman Dining Center
Galley
Monday - Thursday
7:30am - 2:00pm
4:30pm - Midnight
Friday
7:30am - 2:00pm
Saturday
Closed
Sunday
6:00pm - Midnight

Founders Dining Center
Keepers Food Court Monday - Friday
7:30am - 7:00 pm
Saturday - Sunday
10:00am - 7:00pm
Keepers Snack Bar Monday - Thursday
7:00am - Midnight
& Coffee Shop
Friday
7:00am - 3:00pm
Saturday
Closed
Sunday
7:00pm - Midnight

McDonald Dining Center
Main Dining Monday - Friday
7:30am - 7:00pm
Saturday • Sunday
10:00am - 7:00pm
GT Express Monday - Friday
8:00am - Midnight
Saturday • Sunday
Noon - Midnight
GT Deli
Sunday - Thursday
2:00pm- 11:00pm
Towers West Monday - Friday
11:30am- 1:30pm
5:00pm - 7:00pm
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Photo Provided
One thing that will disappoint
some people is the actual gameplay.
It doscn't stray far from the engine in
Resident Evil. This makes the game
play like deja' vu as the similarities
are endless. From the control to the
storage system, everything is the
same. The only true difference lies
with the games puzzles. Instead of
finding odd shaped keys, you now
must locate key cards. One of the
most genius puzzles involves a set
of pipes that must be placed in the
proper way to restore power. This is
one of the best puzzles in gaming
history and will leave you hanging
for quite a while.
In the end. all Resident Evil fans
will be clamoring to get this game in
their Playstation library. It is a
dream come true for many gamers
who have played the RE games roli
giously. Those who have yet to be
drawn into the survival horror genre,
however, won't find whal (heir look
ing for in this game as the differences are to hard to find.
Final thought: Capcom has
shocked the world again with another masterpiece of a game that has
very few noticeable flaws.

Sweet Tooth even sweeter

Cordially Invites You to Attend
Our First

IfcOOa ■ 7:06B, taay, Jaary II
1 0:00B • /MB, Many, Jaary 17
IraKMr&BUFalOart
Oac
7:30a - 7:00B, Frfey, Jaary 14
MMs - 7JSp, ttrfcy, Jaary 18

has done an admirable job in making
(he creatures look as real as possible.
They move with frighteninglv real
fluidness and their swift strikes at
your character evoke fear into the
player, more so than slow moving
zombies.
The control is a bump in the
game that should've been ironed out.
With the camera constantly rotating
around your character, the controls
Set quite confusing as to which
ircction should be pushed. The rest
of the controls are no different than
Capcoms other survival horror outings except for certain "danger" situations. 1 hese occur when a surpriseattack comes from a dinosaur and
require you to jab the buttons quickly as your only means of escape.
The sound consists mostly of
ambiance, but a pounding soundtrack is always there at the proper
moments. The music paces much
raster in certain scenes, such as the
previously mentioned "danger"
sequences. The voice acting is surprisingly good at just a notch above
anything else in (he young and
developing genre.
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ENTERTAINMENT
'Man On the Moon'
'Being...' ingenious plot should have stayed
JAMES ELDRED
ENTFJITAINMKM RkPORTKR

A lol of people say thai there are
no more original ideas, thai everything has been done, and thai every
•Jnev, story is nothing more than a
^rehash ol something old. These peo.'ple have obviously never seen
• 'Being John Malkovich" the most
{original and inventive film that I
Vhave ever seen. As far as I know,
•.there has never been a movie like
"this one-a movie that asks the question, "What it would be like to see
the world through John Malkovich's
. eyes'
[c The movie beings with unem• *,ploycd puppeteer (raig Schwartz
• .'(John Cusack) giving into the pleas
,'»|of his wile Lottie (Cameron Diaz)
•*.by getting a "real job", lie goes out
'.;and finds a job at a filing company
ijjon the 7 1/2 fl(x>r of a nearby busi" ncss building. Thai's right, the 7 1/2
• floor, so the ceiling is .so low that
everyone has to hunch over. He
obviously hales his work and everything about it. The only thing that
keeps him going back is Maxine
(Catherine Keener) she's beautiful
but she could care less about him. or
'anyone for that matter.
Then one day he discovers a mysterious door hidden behind a filing
Cabinet in his office When entered
the door lakes you into the mind of
John Malkovich for 15 minutes, then
spits you out into a ditch at the side
of the New Jersey turnpike
Of course, he can't keep the discovery to himself and immediately
tells Maxine. almost as a pickup
line. Upon hearing the idea she gets
, the idea to set up a business and
charge people to enter John
Malkovich's mind. From there
things start to gel really weird.
I don't want in give any more of
. the movie away, bin this is only (he
tip of the iceberg This movie gels
much, much weirder, but every odd,
unique, and incredible plot twist is
tre.ited with a great sense of casualness h> First-time film directoi Spike
Jon/c Aside from the tact that ( raig
works on ,i hall-floor, every thing in

Photo Provided
Cameron Diaz is as cracy as
her hair in 'Being...'
the film looks deceptively normal.
This, in turn, makes the movie even
more weird as these odd and unhe
lievable things unfold in a very recognizable world.
What makes the film even more
odd are the characters that are
behind the situations. No one in this
film is one-dimensional, ('raig just
isn't a puppeteer, he creates puppetepics of love and drama, no muppets
here. Lottie at first seems to be a
loving, faithful wife, but her role
dramatically changes once she
enters Malkovich. Then there's Mr.
Lester. Craig's perverse boss thai
preaches carrot juice and wild sexual escapades to anyone around him.
Then, above everyone else is the
object of Craig's infatuation, Maxine She at first seems to be a coldhearted bitch but she's much more
than that. Everything she does
throughout most of the movie is just
to benefit herself no matter what the
consequence. She ignores everyone
else's problems, unless she can use
them to help herself gel ahead
Throughout most of (his movie she
is (he living einbodimem of all dial

is bad in people.
"Being Jonn Malkovich" is nothing, of course, without Malkovich
himself, who does not play himself,
but an actor who happens to be
named John Malkovich. Who knows
why the writer. Charlie Kaufman,
.hose him to be the person to have a
>rtal.
Maybe
it's
because
ftalkovich is one of those actors
everyone has heard of but most can't
place, maybe it's because he knew
onl) Malkovich could pull it off, or
maybe he jusl really liked him as
Cyrus The Virus in "Con Air"
Whatever the reason, Malkovich is
superb as someone not unlike himself, then someone else who is working through his body. He also has the
honor of being in what has to be the
weirdest scene in cinema history,
when he enters the portal that leads
to his own mind.
This movie is being advertised as
a comedy, but it's much more than
that It has all of the best elements of
a comedy, as well as a love-story, a
drama, a suspense filled thriller and
a classic science-fiction picture. It's
also the best film of the year

teing John
lalkovich'
STARRING:
i Cusak, Cameron
Diaz, John
Malkovich, and
Cathrine Keener

i
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IiF Ed and Co. to rock Howard's
BRIAN TUTTLE
lATt-RTAINMFNT WBnTR

The "world's #1 houscrocking
band", according to The Boston
Globe, will make a stop in downtown Bowling Green this weekend
Lil' hd And The Blues Imperials,
known for their smoking slide guitar
runs, raw-boned Chicago shuffles
and energetic lead singer, bring their
highly intense road show lo
Howard's Club II on Saturday night
Jim "Whitey" Sanneman. of
Howard's Club H. is excited to have
Lil' Kd And The Blues Imperials
play in Bowling Green. "He's sup. posed to be the man. when it comes
to live shows. I've heard nothing
but good stuff about these guys
when they tour." Sanneman says.
Lil' Ed And The Blues Imperials
formed in 1975 on Chicago's West

Side.
Lead singer Ed Williams
teamed up with his half-brother
James "Pookie" Young on bass,
along with Mike Garrett on guitar
and Kelly Littleton on drums, to create a Chicago blues sound steeped in
tradition.
The group released their debut
album. Roughhousin'. on Alligator
records in 1986 and is currently on
tour promoting their fourth album.
Gel Wild!, also on Alligator records.
After the release of their first
album, feature stories ran in many
publications such as Spin. The New
York Times. The Los Angeles
Times. The Washington Post and
others. The band quickly became
recognized for their rough and raw
boogie blues and their wild stage
show.
In 1993. however, the band broke
up due to their excessive touring and
stress. In 1998 they reformed and

X^'AA,
y S1 oil cover '
: with this AD t,
- 1 per person .'

104 S. Main
353-0988
Check us out at: www.vr.net/easystreel

Johnson Machine Gun
Starting at
10 PM

sounded better than ever, playing
numerous live shows including the
world famous Chicago Blues Festival in front of 100.000 screaming
supporters.
After 25 years of playing live
blues. Lil' Ed still electrifies any
crowd that comes his way.
"The guy gets high making the
crowd excited. He's only about five
feet tall, but he has so much energy.
You'll probably sec him get on the
shoulders of the guitar player and
later run in and out of the audience,"
says Julie McGill of Alligator
records.
UP Bd And The Blues Imperials
are scheduled to take the stage at
10:30 Saturday night. Admission is
three dollars at the dtx>r. two dollars
with a BGSU student I.D.

u
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"Man on the Moon" opens with
such an audacious, dazzling Andy
Kaufman-ish credit sequence that
the audience is given pause. Could
this be a great biopic suitable to pay
tribute to the film's bizarre, but brilliant subject-the madly inventive
Kaufman? Certainly the elements
are there. Directed by Milos Forman. the man responsible for the
great film biography "The People
Vs. Larry Flynt" and written by
Scott
Alexander
and
Larry
Karaszewski. who wrote not only
"Flynt". but "Fd Wood" are enough
to ensure something interesting will
happen. So as the audience settles in
for what promises to be a bracing,
original biography they are slapped
by the cold, hard reality ol a biopic
that operates on a TV mo\ ic level.
In fact. Jim Carrey is the only
thing worth mentioning about this
disjointed and fractured fairy tale of
one crazed genius' ascent to midlevel stardom. Carrey is simply phenomenal. He moves beyond mere
impersonation and seems to be living inside Kaufman's troubled skin.
Carrey is actually hitting notes the
script does not even provide. Whereas Alexander and Karaszewski's
pedestrian screenplay makes Andyout to be a cuddly, cute eccentric a la
Robin Williams. Carrey seems to be
coming from another angle-an
obtuse, dark angle that blurs the line
between madness and genius. What
Carrey realizes is that Kaufman's
comedy comes from a punk rock
ethic, in that he docs whatever n
takes to get a reaction. Laughter is
just as good as a chorus of boos
Carrey walks a tightrope, while the
script would prefer to have him walk
a well-trod path, a path that lets the
audience comfortably into Kaufman's life.
Carrey, unfortunately, is the
whole show. It is as if the filmmakers saw his screen lest and in slack
jawed awe of his work, decided to
let the film coast on his genius interpretation. Carrey does this gracefully, even making someone as unappealing and untalenled as Courtney
Love appear good.
Sadly Carrey cannot overcome
the script's stunning historical inaccuracies. When Kaufman appears
on David Letterman's talk show in

www.johnsonmachinegun.com

,tOtf have

www.sol3rocords.com
Starting at
10 PM
Happy Hour 4-7pm • 4-9pm Drink Specials
$2 All-U-Can-Eat Munchie Buffet

the joy of performing, the sweetness
dial came through in his work. By
making him a lovable and huggable
teddy bear they disrespect not only
Kaufman's legacy, but their own
film. I love Andy Kaufman and to
see a movie not even attempt to
reveal anything about the man
smacks oi laziness
So if you must see "Man on the
Moon." go for Jim Carrey's brilliant
performance, because unfortunately
that's all you'll get.

[an On the]
Moon'
«J: Jim
ey, Courtney
e, Danny DeVit
Paul Giamatti

24 Hour Towing

5

• Transmission
• Tires
• All Mechanical Work • Bearings
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• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)
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there's the astonishingly sloppy edit
ing, as it Katharine Hepburn came in
with a scythe and sliced away. Most
glaringly Kaufman is shown to be
hated on the set ol 'Taxi," vei in the
film's version of his funeral it is a
weepfesl for a group of folks who
purported to be thoroughly disgusted with the man There's no transition, no scene and no explanation
given why the "Taxi" troupe would
make 180 like that. Combined with
the picture's annoyingly repetitious
pattern-Kaufman gets booed, is lokl
he's misunderstood, slicks by his
guns, gets booed again and so forth
the film sets a new standard for tedium.
I know "Man on the Moon's"
staunches! defenders are arguing
that such things are in keeping with
the "spirit of Kaufman." The spirit
ol anarchy, anything lo get a reaction and sculpting reality to suit his

Hlv " More pntertaing I
fetch pa'nt dry
IStafi - More entertain* 1
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\0 »
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means were the heart of Kaufman's
act However, what these defenders
are lor getting in their rush to praise
"Man on the Moon" as the definitive
word on "virtual identity." is that the
moviemakers still owe Kaufman the
reaped to show all sides of his personalia the insanity, the paranoia,

NOW SAYS:
f Carrey saves
'fy with a heroic |
nance trappe
' shockingly wetL
nee of filmmaking.

SpiniKn*k 2000 Panama CifA Be**h. Honda!
Johnson Machine gun plays a mix of oid
blues songs, classic rock, ana swing.

the early 80s. Letterman's set looks
nollnng like Ins set trorn his NBC
heyday. Hell, even Lclterman does
not look like he did circa 1982-83.
In addition the film glosses over
Kaulman's need to wrestle pregnant
woman, fabricates how Andy met
his girlfriend and on and on Then
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Robert Schimmel: Unprotected
1999-Warner Bros.
With a title like Unprotected, the
listener knows that a lot of surprises
are in store for them. This CD is a
recording of an HBO comedy special that Robert Schimmel performed on September 18, 1999, at
the State Theater in Kalamazoo.
With most comedians, you expect
to hear many obscenities and sexually-explicit talk; Unprotected is no

exception. With soon to be classic titles such as "Premature Ejaculation" and "Fake Breasts", how
could anyone not want to take a listen to this album? The answer might
be if you have some taste and refinement.
Don't get me wrong. I love sex
jokes just as much as everyone else,
but when listening to them on a CD
for an hour, the one-liners start to
become stale.
Most comedic acts seem to run
together. Not many jokes, especially sexual jokes, can be funny and
original at the same time. After a
few tracks, the CD begins to mesh
with every other comedic venture I
have heard, and as the disc goes on.
hopes of a hilarious uproar from the
wit and awe-striking humor of the
Robert Schimmel become something far in the distance.
Part of comedy is seeing the hand
gestures and other visuals which
accompany the comedian's performance. This, of course, is missing
when listening to a CD. Often on
the disc, you hear people laughing
hysterically from something visual
that Schimmel has done, but the listener has nothing to go on. but to
hear audience members cackle
annoyingly.
A track that stands out is one in

which Schimmel turns his experience with having a heart attack into
an entertaining event. Other topics
include using an airport bathroom,
visiting the gym and his fear of what
the foam in the community hot tub
may truly be.
All in all. this CD is entertaining
for what it is. It is a sexually explicit and overly raunchy work, which is
seemingly
commonplace
for
comedic acts, if you are in the mood
to hear an hour full of obscenities
that will make you laugh on occasion, this CD is for you. On the
other hand, why not go to a comedy
club and see an actual comedian at
work, instead of just listening to
one.
GRADE: C+
■Dttstin While

Macy Gray:
Macy Gray
On How Life
Is
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The InnoWELCOME BACK STUDENTS cence Mission: Birds
Of My Neighborhood

1999-Epic

1999 - RCA

Buy one deli sandwich, get
another one for a PENNY!
Valid only in Bowling Green

Expires 2/1/00

3FREEBAGELS
No purchase necessary.
Valid only in Bowling Green with sfudenf ID

Valid only in Bowling Green

The Innocence Mission are a
throwback to a time when folk
music was the style du jour.
Not that this is a bad thing.
Their new release, the sparsely
arranged and deeply felt Birds of my
Neighborhood, is a welcome respite
from the cynicism and boy-pop
clogging today's indie rock and popular radio.
Riding on the waves of vocalist
Karen Peris' ethereal and pure as virgin snow voice, the album is a
soothing sonic concoction a la early
Simon & Garfunkel and the folkier
stylings of Bob Dylan.
Peris, best-known for her occasional duels and backing vocals for

fxpirej 2/1/00

Buy one dozen bagels,
get one dozen FREE!
Expires 2/1/00

•FASTCASH I
• Pay Day Loans
• Money Orders
« Phone Cards

THE
AFTER HOURS

for Natalie Merchant, proves on this
album that she is a skilled artist
deserving greater public acceptance.
The undeniable highlight of the
CD is the beautiful, emotionally resonant "July."
The story of two
lovers
facing down
mortality,
"July," is a gorgeous treatise on life
and death accentuated by lush
vocals and a subtle, lulling arrangement.
The Innocence Mission are not
for all tastes-Limp Bizkil fans and
pouty indie-rockers stay away-but
for those looking for a lovely, emotionally charged 45 minutes you
have vour band.
GRADE: B
-Erik Pepple

Macy Gray's debut CD came out
quite a while ago but now it's finally starting to gain momentum and
buz/ as it was nominated for a tew
Grammies last week. It was also
recently announced that Macy Gray
will he touring with Beck later this
year, giving her even more exposure, and rightfully so. Because on
her debut CD. Macy Gray On How
l.il, A she has managed to create
one ol the best fust-efforts by an R
This album is very funky in
nature.and sounds like something
right out (he 70s. but with a great
90's touch of (echo/dance samples
and attitude like Beck and Moby.
Macy Graj combines many forms of
music lo create something that
sounds different and exciting. She's
not a- original Of good as either of
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Various: Not
For Ourselves
Alone
1999-Warner Bros.
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Food
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Don't get caught out in
the cold this winterl

*

Rentals
332 S. Main St.

352-5620

www.newloverealty.com

o

AVAILABLE FOR YEAR 2000-2001:

Management Inc.

NOW OPEN

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
109 N. Main St. »H: Located above Call of Canyon.
$310.00 per month plus eleclirc.

FREE GLOW STUFF!
$3.00 ADMISSION
TECHNO / HI-NRG DANCE M
-PLUS-

Good Tires
Oil
Antifrce/c
Windshield Wipers
Blanket
Ice scraper
Extra warm clothes

NEWIWE

NEXT TO KROGER PLAZA
354-2300

Management Inc.

J^

remember for the
coming winter season

START THE MILLENNIUM OFF
RIGHT WITH

25C

1068 N. MAIN ST.

EVERY FRIDAY
2:30AM - 5:30AM

Things for your car to
•J?

Remember MLK jr*

Electronic Filing
Refund Anticipation Loan
24 Hour Tax Preparation
Refund Checks Cashed

UPTOWN

Yes. this is from PBS. This CD
contains music from the Ken
Burns/Paul Barnes documentary that
recently aired on public broadcasting that profiled Susan B. Anthony
and F.lizabeth Cady Stanton and the
suffrage movement. The liner notes
provide a brief summary of the
movement, but it is not enough to
get you through history class.
There is one thing that gets on
my nerves, talking in the middle of a
number. During "Inner Light" someone starts talking, ruining what
could have been a decent track. It
may have worked on TV. but it does
not work here. It is also a reminder
that this was on PBS. The dialogue
would have been more effective by
itself or perhaps the track could have
played again at the end of the CD
with the dialogue added on.
"Free America" and "A Psalm of
Life" are both wonderful tracks, but
they are way too short. They are
simple and elegant and both showcase early American music styles.
However, they could have been
longer. They just dash right on by
before your brain gets any chance to
soak the music in.
The music on here is from several different composers. All of
these tracks work well or somewhat
well on their own, but together they
don't. It may have been a better idea
to just have one person compose the
music so that it gelled together just a
bit more. Styles are varied and the
only real connecting theme is the old
style of music. It's another example
of how tix> many people involved
can ruin something.
Sadly this CD will probably go
no further than the "Viewers Like
You" crowd. It also does not have all
of the bells or whistles of pop music
or heavy guitar riffs that are so hot at
the moment. These are wonderful
glimpses into the past, but so much
more could have been done here.
There was way too much room for
development. The film may have
been good, but this CD just barely
passes.
GRADE: C

■Lisa Bittenger

& B artist.

L X P R I S S
AX PLACE
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those artists, but she's definitely
someone to look out lor.
These songs combine so many
different aspects of hip-hop that at
times it's frightening. The second
track for instance. "Do Something"
begins with a sample of Parliament
Funkadelic and quickly goes into a
sample from an Outkast song. The
end result is a song with a 70's funk
rhythm on guitars and a 90's backbeat accompanying it. This is an
interesting combination that works
masterfully. I'm also willing to bet
this is the only CD that has ever
sampled Kurtis Blow and DJ Shadow in the same record, let alone the
same song. When combined, all
these different musical styles and
samples work brilliantly together.
Many of the songs have a common theme of love, many with a different type of love. There are songs
about the need to love, such as "I
try" and "Why Didn't You Call
Me?" and songs about the more
physical aspect of love, such as
"Caligula" and the incredibly sexual
"Sex-O-Matic Venus Freak" (love
that title).
Macy wrote the lyrics to all the
songs and sings all of them from the
heart with an incredible voice. Her
voice is unusual, being very squeaky
and high-pitched, but it sounds
great. It stands out from everyone
else.
In the Grammies Macy is up for
best new artist, and if they were
decided by talent alone she would be
a shoe-in. Unfortunatly. she's also
up against Billboard powerhouses
like Britney Spears and Kid Rock
(not a new artist, but oh well) so her
chances of winning are slim to none.
But this album is better than just
about everyone else nominated for a
Grammy in any category. If you like
funk, R&B. or soul, you won't be
disappointed. Watch out for Macy
Gray, because she's going to be
R&B's newest superstar.
GRADE: A•Jamcs Eldred
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114 S. Main St. 81-10: Located above Wizard Graphics.
Free water and sewer. Resident pays eleclirc only!

HUlsdale Apt*..
1082 Fan-view
I bedrooms

114 S. Main St. SI2: Located above Wizard Graphics.
Resident pays all utilities.

') i/2 -12 mo. lease.
Starts al S.'so- tall 353-5800

117 N. Main St. #1-10: Located above downtown business.
Resident pays all utilities.
128 W. Wooster St. » C-F: Located above a downtown business.
Free water and sewer. Resident pays eleclric only!

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts..
215 I! Poe
Studios & I bdrms
Laundry on site
Renl starts al S250

TWO BEDROOM APTS. DUPLEXES AND HOUSES
311 S. Main SI. SB: unfurnished apartments located above a business.
Large rooms. $490.00 per month for a 12 monlh lease plus utilities.

Call 353-5800

UPTOWN
WELCOME BACK
PARTY!
PITCHERS! PITCHERS! PITCHERS:

315 1/2 S. Main St.: unfurnished upper apartment. Wood deck.
$445 00 per monlh for a 12 monlh lease plus all utilities.
319 S. Main St.: Two slory unfurnished pan of a house.
Huge bedroom upstairs. $375.00 per month plus utilities.

Management Inc.

507 & 525 E. Merry St.: furnished apartmenls. Across from campus.
Free water ,\ ewer. $585.00 per month for a 12 monlh lease plus electric.

ALSO LEASING FOR 2000/2001
STOP BY FOR LISTING

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
call 353-5800.
wn w. wcnet.org/~mecca
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y decide
what you read
bu decide

what you pay.
:
:

What's on the syllabus is what you're going to be reading. What you're going to pay, however, can be up to you. That is,
if you shop at VarsityBooks.com. At VarsityBooks.com you can save up to 40% on your textbooks, get them in one to three
business days, and all of this from a Web site that's completely reliable and secure. So there you have it, you decide.

Savings on distributor's suggastM prios. Books flelivered in no more tnan three business osys. Some restrictions spply See site tor details.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.
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The BG News
Travel

Personals
To the men of IFC, thank you for inviting
us to your General Assembly. We look
forward to working with you.
The women of Delta Zeta

""Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 Nights $279! Includes Meals & Free
Parlies! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
springbreaklravel.com 1-800-678-6386

372-6977
The BG Ne*i will not kaowiagly Ktcaa M
that 4iKnminMc, or ncovn$t ducrunaMion afainii
any indu dual <» group on ibr Mui <K race, HI, color
irral rclifioa. naOnml onftn. actual orirwwion. dii
■bil«> lUiui M ■ twn, or o* ihr kraut oi my other
k,aJI,
The BO Newt rucrvta At njhi lo drclinr. aUatoaiinur
or mite any advertuaiteni tucb u (boar found to be
rklMiMory. lachnuj in fatrual bun. mukaUuij or falic
in naturr All advenueracnu *rr tubyMi lo edmn| and
■fPMWri

Campus Events
DAFFODIL DAYS
DAFFODIL DAYS
Coming March 20th.
Do you want to be a DJ?
If so. come to WFAL's
info night on January 18th 0 9 00pm
in 203 West Hall.
What are you waiting for? Come join
one of the greatest organizations
on campus!

REMINDER * REMINDER

Unlimited tanning until spring break $45
Campus Tanning 352-7889.

Round trip lo Florida. $109, or buy one
round (rip; second one tree. Greyhound
Bus. 21 day advance purchase. Call 3522329.

Worried about pregnancy"
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential and
Caring 354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center
www bgnews com www bgnews.com

Spring Break 2000
All the info you need
Panama CNy-DaytonaKey Wesl-South Padre
www.yoursprlngbreak.com
SPUING BREAK 5W0
IPANAMA CITY BEACH FLORIDA FROM|
$149 PER PERSON SANDPIPER
BEACON BEACH RESORT, THE "FUN
PLACE-' HOME OF THE WORLD'S
LARGEST KEG PARTY. DRINK DRAFT
BEER ALL WEEK LONG. TIKI BEACH
BAR ENTERTAINMENT BY BOOGIE
INCORPORATED. BIKINI CONTESTS.
MALE HARD BODY CONTESTS. 3
POOLS. LAZY RIVER RIDE, WATER
SLIDE. HUGE BEACHFRONT HOT
TUB. MINI GOLF, GIFT SHOP. SUITES
UP TO 10 PEOPLE
1-»00-<»8-8«2«
WWW.SANDPIPERBEACON.COM

Looking for a post issue of
the BG NEWS?
Checkout the 86 News archives on
the web at:
WWW.BSNEWS.COM
www bgnews com www.bgnews.com
www.thecommentator.com

Wanted

Spring Break 2000! South Padre Island

Need 1 roommate, own room. House
close to campus, mcl washer/dryer.
$193/mo. Call 353-5284.

1-800 292-7520.

Need a place to live?
Now-Aug 2000 $262 mo plus util

Services Offered

Call Tina 352-7436.

DEADLINE:
2 p.m.

At last, the diet of the millennium!
Lose those lbs. FASTI Natural, guaranteed! Call 1-888-524-7271.

the doy

Personals

before you

'Dance Marathon'Dance Marathon'
Happy New Year BGSU!
Dance Marathon would like to introduce
the new Asst. Director. Internal •
Pete Titas Congratulations Pele!
Good luck to all this semester.
'Dance Marathon'Dance Marathon'

want the ad to run.
$1 per line,
$3.00 minimum charge.
$.75 extra, daily for bold
Place your ad ©
204 West Hall
Travel
• 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas. & Florida!
Now Hinng Campus Reps!
Best Prices Guaranteed Book Now & Receive Free Meal Plans! 1-800-234-7007.
www.enrjesssummertours com.
"Spnng Break Panama City $129! Boardwalk Room w/kitchen Next to Clubs! 7
parties-Free Dnnks! Daytona $149! South
Beach $159! Cocoa Beach $179!
springbreaktravel com 1 -800-678-6386.

Roommate needed Spacious, own bedroom, own bathroom. 354-8513.
Subleaser needed for spring & or summer. Lvg. rm., kitchen, bedrm, huge
bathrm. 352-4651.
Subleaser needed 2 txfrms Close lo
campus $420 mo. 352-6781.
Subleasrjr needed Own bedroom & bathroom, $300 . utils. 8th St. 419-882-0267.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: JAN 18WOMEN'S AND CO-REC BASKETBALL;
JAN. 19-MEN'S BASKETBALL, JAN. 25WOMEN'S INNERTUBE WATER POLO:
JAN. 26-MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TEAM
HANDBALL IF HAND-DELIVERING,
DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH IF SENDING
ELECTRONICALLY. DUE BY 12 NOON
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED
FOR BASKETBALL AND TEAM HANDBALL. APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE AND PICK UP AND COMPLETE
TAKE-HOME TEST BY NOON ON JAN.
18 FOR BASKETBALL AND BY 5PM ON
JAN. 25 FOR TEAM HANDBALL MUST
ATTEND MANDATORY CLINICS.
Freshmen l Sophomores: Compete
for a college scholarship worth up to
$5,000 per year. Enroll in Army ROTC
at BGSU and you could quality tor a 2
or 3-year scholarship. It can cover your
tuition, almost all of your books and fees,
plus a monthly spending allowance. Cal
for details; 372-2476.

Friday, January 14, 2000
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Are you connected? Internet users wanted. $500-$15O0/week 888-800-6339 ext
1149, leave email address

Hinng Third Shift Full 4 Part Time
Insurance Benefits, commission
Apply O BP on Wooster

Dancers wanted - Toledo's newest dub
Part-time and Full-time
No exp. necessary, will train
419-476-6640
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $ 25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Oueen next to the railroad tracks.
Fraternities ' Sororities *
Clubs ' Student Groups
Sludent organizations earn $1000-$2000
with the easy CIS three hour fundraising
event. No sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today'
Contact Dan Wotman at CIS, (800) 7975743, X. 301. or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
GENERAL LABOR Part time opportunity
in a chemical manufacturing facility Flexible hours between 6:00am and 3:30pm.
Duties include painting, cleaning, operating floor scrubber, assisting maintenance
and operations. Apply in person at:
Chemron Corporation. 1142 North Main
St.. Bowling Green, OH.
GLASSWARE TECHNICIAN Part time
opportunity in a chemical manufactunng
facility. Flexible hours will work with
school schedule. Duties include recycling
surfactants and washing jars and laboratory glassware. Apply in person at: Chemron Corporation, 1142 North Main St..
Bowling Green, OH.

Help Wanted
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Now hiring for SPRING semester
Part time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
4 shifts available:
A Shift: 7 00am-10 00am
B Shift: 10 iSam-1 15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
D Shift: 4:30pm-7:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid tor 3!
354-8802
354-8703

See what's new
in the news!!

Models needed for lite drawing classes in
the School of Art. Times avail. Mon. &
Weds, afternoons 2:30-5:20 & all evenings. This position is for nude modeling
& pays $6 90 per hour Conlact Jane
Steinert at 372-8510 or Rm 1016 Fine
Arts Bkjg
NURSING ASSISTANTS
Wood County Nursing Home is currently
recruiting State-tested, Test-ready, and
people willing to train to become Nursing
Assistants. We currently have full and
part time openings on all three shifts, and
will offer you excellent wages, unbeatable
benefits, and a rewarding career in our
facility. Please apply in person from 10-5,
M-F to Sarah Newlove, HR Manager, or
call tor a personal interview time
WOOD COUNTY NURSING HOME
11010 E. Gypsy Lane Rd.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(41s) 353-»411

Talented, take charge person for preschool & toddler units in daycare center.
PI. time hrs. avail., work directly with children S interlace with parents. Call 8784190 for more Into.
Telephone interviewing. NO SALES. Relaxed atmosphere, flexible scheduling. In
Perrysburg. 874-5842.

through the first
week of spring

1 bdrm, 1 bath, 326 N. Main 1-419-2582740.

Houses, 1. 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Beginning of May of 2000
352-7454

For Sale

Jay-Mar Apartments
2 bedrooms, 815 8th St.
$550 « utils.. furnished
Available Now! Call 354-6036.

1989 Sundance. Dependable, new tires.
$950 Call 419-474-4799.

Looking for sub etfic. apt. 215 E. Poe.
$180 mo. util. indud. Call 353-5800.

1991 Pontiac Sunbird, 2 door, sunroof.
$2000 Call Erin 9 354-2460.

One room w/kitchenette for 1 female
(shared bath), $220, util. mcl. furnished.
E Reed St, 352-1968.

1992 Camaro RS, white, T-top, pw, pb,
ps. pi, rem. locks. V6. alloys, good cond.
Assume loan $3900 or $139 mo 3523291

Rooms lor rent. Close to campus. Call
352-6120.
Subleaser Needed ASAP
Rent $160 a month, big house
own room, close to campus.
Jan. 4 Feb. rent Free
Call Jessica or Laura 353-9199.

2 bdrm. mobile home near Wal-Mart,
many new updates A appliances. $4500
obo Call 353-1320.
Glanl Auto Parts
Swap Meet
Jan. 15 4 16th8-5pm
Lucas County Rec Center
Maumee. OH For into call 419-991-5902

Cmemark Theatres

HONDAS FROM $29/mo Police impounds For listings/payment details call
1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558.

CINEMA 5 K2H

r

The Hurricane (R)
12:00 -1 00 - PC 10 10

1234 N. Main St. 354-0558,

For Rent

The Talented Mr. Ripley (R)
12:204 10 7 10 1000

"Houses. Apts, Rooms for
2000-2001 School Year"
House*: 321 E. Merry A4D,
315 E. Merry Upstairs
211 Reed St. Up 4 Downstairs,
326 Leroy Up 4 Downstairs
Apts: 311/316 E. Merry 4 More
"Call 353-0325"
2 available bedrooms in private home.
$2757mo No deposit req. Short or long
term 352-7167
236 Troup St. across from WBGU 12
month lease, available in August, 4 bedrooms $225/month plus utilities per student. Call 352-8147, ask for Alan
Brand new 1 bdrm. apt. avail, immed.
Hillsdale Apis on N. Main St $350 mo.
exduding utils. Call 217-348-0207.
GEORGETOWN NArlOR
800 3rd St. gdhovOwcnel org 354-9740
FALL 2000/2001. Now leasing
1 bdrm starts $395 4 elec/free heat.
2 bdrm starts $545 4 elec/free heat
W/D tacil.. AC, parking/walk-in closet,
furn./unfurn. renovated, quiet. No pets.

Toy Story 2 (R)
11:50 2:10 4:20 7 ?0'14^
The Green Mile (R)
12:30 4 15 7 50
Stuart Little (PG)
12:10 2:20 4 30 7 30 9 50
'Sorry No Passes
r

Admission $5.25 Matinees 53.25
. Times listed m bold are lor Sat through Mon only

IIHfAV/MJ.Hl

Counter Help Needed.
Call Suzie at
354-0011

DAILY SUBSTITUTE
TEACHERS

semester classes!

Any bachelor's degree qualifies
$84.47 per diem

! Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
Panama $139
Florida $149
S **•% • MM HMH • PTM »■/*•« • KhatN !M

Applications accepted at:

Good Luck With Spring 2000!

Office of Personnel
TOLEDO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
420 E. Manhattan Blvd.

Toledo. OH 43608
729-8266
8a.m.-4p.m. Room 104

City.

Cancun
I Jamaica $439
T «** • W . t*ai . Fit* fm» a 30 m at
0MB

ipringfareaktravcl.coM -Our 13 th Year!

I 1-800-678-6386

FALL 2000 LEASING
Come sign up today!

UNITS GOING FAST!

Campbell Hill Apartments
• 2 and 3 bedrooms
• All have A/C
• lM baths
New
• Full basements
• 3 New Buildings For Fall 2000

Units Only!

Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929,935 Thurstin)
• 3 bedroom/2baths
•Furnished
• Close to Campus
Lnils#48-72 with A/C and fireplace.

u

Heinz Apartments
Mff&Jili N Knlerprise. >>24,-<WTFrazee, 506 N. P.nterprise
3 Bedroom. Furnished. A/C & Fireplaces
New Units Only!
• New Apartments left - Going Fast For Fall 2000

0)

Mercer Manor Apartments
One of BG's Newest Complexes
• 3 bedroom/2 full balhs,

90R.
Tiki Hut

• A/C, Fireplaces, & Microwaves

Hours:
Mon-Fri (9 am - 5 pen)
Saturday (9am- I pm)

1

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717
224 E. Woosler
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Let* P«rt}|!

MjfcJilWi^
GREENBRIA*, INC.

:

Houses tor rent: All 12 month leases, ten-1
ants pay utilities, security deposit 4 parental guarantees.
730 Elm-2 BR. $475/mo. avail. May 1
316 Ridge(Front)-2 BR, $600
avail. May 23
217 S. College-3 BR, $630 avail May 23.
Phone 352-2330 or 354-2854
after 5:00pm

Telephone order clerks full/part-time.
S6 00/hr. guaranteed. Dally bonus avail.
Start immediately 353-8705

GRADUATE STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

We made it

For Rent

